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Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
"Some people work their way
to the top of the ladder, only to
find it is up against the wrong
wall".—William R. Lewis. The
Lynden (Wash.) Tribune.
"Culture, when you boil it
down, is the act of being unselfish some of the time"—N.
DeVane Williams, Holmes
County (Fla.) Advertiser.
"The only thing that's more
expensive than education is
ignorance—J.D. Eldridge,
Overton
County (Tenn.)
Courier.
"Happiest of men is he who
values the merits of others".—
Berdena Shirley, Lutz (Fla.)
Party Line.
A city has been described as a
place where they cut down
trees, then name streets after
them.
"We must make a beginning
to get the noise problem under
control before our already
overcrowded cities become
more unlivable and explosive.
The dwellings-of as many as 44
million Americans have been
adversely affected by jarring
noises from traffic and aircraft.
Forty million Americans are
being exposed to noise levels
that may well impair their
hearing or cause other health
damage",,Alicher Nelson
of'Minnesota.

In Our 93rd Year

The Calloway Kickoff Breakfast for Boy Scout membership
will be held at the Holiday Inn in
Murray on Monday, March10,
at 7:30 a.m. Forrest Priddy,
Calloway County Chairman,
will preside over the breakfast
meeting,at which time the fund
drive will be launched for the
"general portion" of the
campaign.
"All the leaders (enrollers)
for the county, city, and
university ate_iwged_tu_attend
the breakfast," Priddy said.
The goal set for Calloway
County is $7300. Max Hurt,local
businessman ank:F- 'District
Finance Chairman, will outline
the purposes and objectives of
the drive. The Boy Scouts will
be in charge of the opening
ceremony.
Dr. Ralph H. Woods, former
president of Murray State
University, headed a "work

General Assembly
Approves Remap In
Early Morning Hours
FRANKFORT, Ky. 1AP—In
a battle that went down to the
final hours, the Kentucky General Assembly redistricted itself today, with each chamber
getting its way on its own plan.

Solon Bucy Is
Hazel Speaker

We commie the 1972 General
Assembly a$ having little vision
and lacking the sense of
responsibility to the people of
Kentucky.

The Weather
Jackson Purchase
Considerable cloudiness and
mild today with a chance of a
few periods of light rain. High
in the upper 50s. Partial clearing and cooler tonight. Low in
the mid to upper 30s. Sunday
mostly sunny and mild. High in
the mid 60s. Monday warmer
with a chance of showers.
Kentucky State Forecast
Considerable cloudiness today
with scattered showers. Becoming fair in the west and middle
tonight through Sunday. Becoming partly cloudy in the
east Sunday. Warming through
Sunday. High today in the 506
to low 80s. Lows tonight in the
upper 30s. High Sunday in the
mid 50s to mid 60s.

committee" that met in the
Alumni Office at Murray State's
campus Thrusday evening,
March 16. The purpose of this
group was to organize the fundraising campaign on Murray
State's campus. The Committee members are: Dr. Hugh
Oakley,
Murray
State
University Campaign CoChairman; Mancil Vinson,
Choctaw District Chairman;
G.W. Hayden, Choctaw District
Executive,,, Dr. Ralh Woods
Advisor
the Finance Committee; Forrest Priddy.
Calloway County Chairman;
and L.J. Hortin, Publicity
Chairman.
The 1972 Boy Scout Sustaining
Membership Enrollment Drive
in Calloway County began
Mirrdi 3 with the "AdvanceGift" Breakfast. Scout officials
expressed confidence that the
goal of $7300 will be reached.

Solon Bucy, Calloway County
Committee member
on
Alcoholism, was the speaker at
the meeting of the Hazel
Woman's Club held on Thursday. March 16,at ek.ht p.m. in
the Community Room of the
Dees Bank of Hazel.
Bucy said alcoholism was a
sicicriefi-and about one out of
five persons in the United States
that tried alcohol would end up
with a problem. He said it is the
nation's fourth health problem
with an estimated ten million
people in the United States
being affected by alcoholism.
Mrs. Gerald Gallimore, vicepresident, presided and introduced Bucy who is with the
Prudential Insurance Company.
The devotion was given by
Mrs. Jackie Butterworth.
During the business session
plans were made for the upcoming Stan Key Day to be
announed at alater date, and of
the annual Senior Citizens Day
in Hazel on May 13 at the Hazel
Baptist Church. All senior
citizens are invited.
A social hour was held with
refreshments being served by
the hostesses, Mrs. Tommy
Story and Mrs. Harold
Wilkinson.

Lobbyist Says
Memo A Forgery

TH:REE FORMER DISISICT 4IpVERNORS: The three former governors of Rotary District 671
who are members of the allorray Hotary Club are shown here as one of them, Waylon Rayburn,
center, is welcomed back 1116111M elub after a four-year absence. Extending the hand of welcome is
Dr. Ralph Woods, president emeritus of Murray State University and governor In 1953-54, while Nat
Ryan Hughes, Murray attornagaMd governor in 1969-70, looks on fromilia Wt.Rayburn served as the
district's governor in 191$41k

Two Car Collision
Investigated Here

Three Members of Murray Rotary
Club Are Past District Governors

A two car collision on North
The Murray Rotary Club has
16th Street at 9:05 p.m. Friday
the rare distinction of having
was investigated by officers of
three former district governors
the Murray Police Department.
among its 88 members. Only the
No injuries were listed on the
468-member Louisville club has
report.
more.
Involved were a 1971 Buick
The three former governors
owned by Gearl H. Bell and
o Ratary District-7l in the
driven by Jerry Lynn Bell of
Mayfield Route One, and a 1965 Murray club are: Dr. Ralph H.
Woods, Waylon Rayburn and
plan involved putting part of Ford Mustand driven by Nat
Ryan Hughes. Each also
Martin County in the 25th Sena- Marilyn Ann Cassity of Benton has
served - as the club's
Route
Three.
torial District in place of part
Polite said Bell was going president.
of Floyd County, to go with all
of Boyd, Johnson and Lawrence _- south and Cassity was going
Counties. It also put all of north on North 16th Street. Miss
Floyd and trest of Martin—in- Cassity said Bell was over on
stead of only part of Floyd and her side of the street and she got
all of Martin—in the 29th dis- as far as she could when the Bell
A "room within a room"
trict with all of Knott and Per- car struck her car in the right
side with his left side, and rear, sundproof booth at Murray
ry counties.
The issue involved districts of according to the police report. ...tate University which provides
.bearing evaluation service that
Sens. Roy Moss, D-Painesville, Bell said be tried to gerVaekj
and John Chris Cornett, D-Hin- over on his side, according to once required a trip to Nashville, Memphis or St. Louis was
the report by the police.
dham.
dedicated Thursday.
In christening the hearing
evaluation booth on the ground
floor of Wilson Hall, Dr. Harry
M. Sparks. Murray State
president, noted its value to
each of the three purposes of a
Rev. Billy M. Starnes, -graduated from icarritt College comprehensive - tinIVersity -teaching, research and service
eteral-The Advaace,under .and vanderbtft,Uniyersity.
•• From 1955 through 1966 Rev. to, humanity: -the joint Commission for
Both Sparks and Dr. John
Education and Cultivation of Starnes served as missionary to
the Board of Missions of the the Congo. During this time he Bartholomy, chairman of the
United Methodist Church, will was instrumental in founding department of special education
be speaking at various churches the Congo Polytechnic Institute and master of ceremonies at the
in Murray and Calloway County and The University of the dedication program,recognized
the role of the Honorable Order
on Tuesday, March 21, and Congo.
Since 1966 he has served with of Kentucky Colonels in making
Wednesday, March 22.
The director is assigned to the the General Board of Missions the hearing booth a reality.
Nat Ryin Hughes of Murray,
Southeastern Jurisdiction with in the United States as a
offices in Atlanta, Ga. He is a Missions Interpreter and representing M.R. (Bob)
Evans,Commanding General of
native
Tennesseean
and Director of The Advance.
His schedule for Tuesday will the Order of Kentucky Colonels,
be as follows f Martin's Chapel,. commented on the $3,250 grant
9:00 a.m.; Kirksey, church, made by the organization to
10:00 a.m.; Hardin church, help buy and install the booth
11:15 a in.; Lynn Grove church, and emphasized its practical
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) — 1:00 p.m.; Hazel church 2.30 value.
Sales and use tax receipts for p.m.; Bethel church.5:00 p in.;
"Many things done today at
the first eight fiscal months of Dinner-Interpretation
universities and colleges are
this year were up 10.6 per cent workshop at United Campus often criticized because they
over the corresponding period Ministries Building, Murray deal in the realm of the
nebulous—relatig to theory
last year, the state reported State University.
Friday.
The schedule for Rev. Starnes reaching beyond _everyday
The total collected was $211.3 for Wednesday is as follows:
(Continued on Page Eight)
million of which more than $2 Murray First church, 10:00
million was attributed to an ex- a.m.;
Christian
United
tra day's processing in Febru- Ministries luncheon at Murray
ary.
State University 1230 p.m.;
The state also reported indi- Temple Hill church 2:00 p.m.;
vidual income tax receipts for South Pleasant Grove church
the period rose 23 per cent and 4:30p.m.; Coldwater church for
corporate income tax collec- a UMYF Sub-District meeting
tions gained 28.9 per rent.
7:00 p.m.
It said both increases also
partly Were due to processing
procedures.

Hearing Test
How Available

Rev. Billy M. Starnes To Speak
...On Missions At Various Churches

Sales And Use Tax
Up Over Last Year

New Concord PTC
Has Regular Meet
The New Concord ParentTeacher Club met at the school
on Monday evening for its
regular monthly meeting.
Mrs. Bobby Berrill, music
teacher, directed the students in
a
special musical variety
program.
'the third
grade had the
devotion with Allen Hill reading
the Bible and Kim Weatherford
leading in prayer.
Hal Winchester, president,
presided at the business session
during which plans were made
for a Country Music Show to be
held on Saturday, March 25, at
the school.

Dr. Woods was the first of the
three to be elected to the district
governorship, serving in 195354. The year previous he served
as president of the club, and
since then has served as a
member of the Rotary International Committee to select
Rotary Foundation Fellows.
President emeritus of Murray
State University since his
retirement in 1968 after 23 years
as president, Dr. Woods first
became a Rotarian in 1945 when
he was initiated into the Murray
club.
Rayburn was the next
- of the
three to be named to the district
governor post, serving in 196566. He became a member of the
club in 1935 and attended four
years before leaving in 1939 to
attend law school.
Returning in 1951, he was a
member until 1968, during
which time he served as its
president in 1960-61. He moved
to Omaha, Neb., in 1968 to
become
viceexecutive
president of the Woodmen of
The World and became a
member of. the Downtown
Rotary Club in that city.
He is now semi-retired, but is
still a member rthe-WOW
board of directors, retraning to
Murray to make his home. He
has since rejoined the club.
Hughes, a Murray attorney,
waa_governor of the district in
1969-70, and before that
president of the club in 1952-53.
He has been a Member of the
Murray club since 1947 and has
served on its board of directors.
FREE KITTENS
Four Angora kittens are free
to persons to make them good
homes. Call 435-4483 for further
information.
ART GUILD
The Murray Art Guild is now
open from 1:00 to 4:00 pin.
each Thursday and Sunday.
Visitors are always welcome to
the Art Guild and memberships
in the Art Guild will be accepted.

. WASHINGTON (AP)
The
ailing lobbyist for International
Telephone & Telegraph Corp.
says her initial was forged on a
memorandum used by columnist Jack Anderson to link her
company's financial commitment to the Republican National Convention with a settlement of three anti-trust cases
against ITT.
Mrs. Dita Beard, in a sworn
statement, said Friday she
wrote an interoffice memorandum to her boss but it was
not the one used by Anderson.
She said the Anderson memo
was a fraud and a hoax.
In rebuttal, Anderson said
Mrs. Beard acknowledged the
authenticity of the document
before he wrote columns beginning Feb. 29 linking the settlement with ITT's 'convention
commitment and setting off a
Senate investigation.
Immediate reaction indicated
that the Senate Judiciary Committee will make arrangements
to take sworn testimony from
Mrs. Beard as soon as possible
in an effort to resolve the contradictions.
Mrs. Beard, being treated for
a heart ailment in the Rocky
Mountain Osteopathic Hospital
in Denver,issued her statement
simultaneously through her
lawyer, David Fleming, and
Senate Republican leader Hugh
Scott in Washington.
She said she prepared a
memorandurn last spring for
W. R. Merriam, head of ITT's
Washington bureau,about plans
for the GOP convention in San
Diego.
"However, it was not the

•
_

memo Jack Anderson has put
in evidence before the Senate,"
the 53-year-old lobbyist said.
"Mr. Anderson's memo is a
forgery, and not mine.
"I did not prepare it and
could not have since to my
knowledge the assertions in it
regarding the antitrust cases
and former Attorney General
(John) Mitchell are untrue."
- Fleming said Mrs.'Revd had
notdisowned the memo before
because she was "in a sheer
state of shock."
Mitchell, Acting Atty. Gen.
Richard G. Kleindienst and
Harold S. Geneen, ITT president, also have denied the allegations.
Anderson and his associate,
Brit Hume, repeated testimony
they gave to the committee last
week saying Mrs. Beard confirmed the memo as hers when
Hume confronted her with it
Feb. 23.
They said, as further proof,
she reconfirmed that she had
written the document when
Hume interviewed her in her
home the following night.
Hume said she referred to
the initial next to her name on
the document as "my own little
"She said words to the effect,
'There's no use trying to fool
you about it,' and she said,
'You know I wrote it, of course
I wrote it," Hume said.
ITT's Washington office issued a statement Friday and
quoted two staff members
present at the Feb. 23 meeting
as saying: "In the course of the
dismantles with Mr. Htune,
ideldloiselIsPag.fl;

Robert Moyer Completes
Volunteer Work In Iran
Robert E. Moyer, 1231Dogwood Drive,'has recently
completed --an- overseas
assignment for the International ExecutiveCorps in Iran.
The assignment was to the
Armayesh Industrial Factories
Co., in Thran. Moyer, accompanied by his wife,
remained in Iran in an advisory
position for three months. His
purpose was to advise this
appliance manufacturer on a
administration and
organization.
The International Executive
Service Corps is a non-profit
corporation which arranges for
retired executives to share their
managerial know-how with
enterprises in developing
natiohs. These volunteers help
free nations to help themselves
achieve economic stability.
Moyer is the retired vice
president and general manager
of the Murray division of the
Tappan Manufacturing Com-

City Schools
To Register
For 1st Grade

All parents who plan to erl'er
their first graders in he,
Murray City Schools this fall
should register them atsCar.er
School on Tuesday. March
and at Robertson Scho) I
Wednesday, March 22, bet),
the hourse of 1:00-4:00 I- This registration 1,
to
important because it heli
determine the personnel that We
will need for the fall. said
Dennis H. Taylor, Principal,
Carter-Robertson School,
Children are not require/ to
come at this registration

Vol. LXXXXIII No. 66

101 Per Copy

Kickoff Breakfast
For Scouts March 20 *

Resolution of an apparent imResearchers report progress
in the diagnosis of the lung passe game when the House
ailment known as pheumonoul dropped an amendment to the
Senate plan which the House
tramicroscopicsilicovolcanoc
oniosis. Fellow says if you can previously had adopted upon
pronounce it without running the recommendation of one of
out of breath, you don't have it. its conunittess.
The Senate previously apWe can say with no reser- proved the House plan for the
vations that the current Ken- 100 House districts exactly as
tucky General Assembly is the that chamber had adopted it as
sorriest that we have known an amendment to the Senate
over the past quarter of a bill.
century.
Final approval of the total
These lawmakers, elected by plan did not come until the earthe people, have passed more ly [Darning hours today. Clocks
Isin
Housemidges-wit:ham=
bills to the detriment of the
average person than any hers had been stopped shortly
General Assembly of the past. It before midnight. The congoes without saying that stitution specifies that the 1972
Governor Ford controlled this General Assembly had to adjourn by Friday midnight.
legislature.
The House had passed the toThe Industrial Loan bill is just tal legislative reapportionment
about law by now. It allows measure on a 77-15 vote Friday
many finance companies to afternoon after changing
charge exhorbitant interest slightly two districts in the Senrate, in this day and time when ate plan and adding the House
everyone is hoping that interest plan to it as another amendwill go down. John Swinford ment.
pushed through two bills which
That change in the Senate
restrict the public's right to
know what is going on in courts.
There are several other bills
that were passed that had no
consideration for the man in the
street.
Several bills were passed that
will restrict a person's right to
know. Once a person's right to
know is restricted, we are
headed for deep trouble.

Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, March 18, 1972

a

HEARING BOOTH DEDICATION—Audiology equipment in the new hearing evaluation booth at
Murray State University is explained by Dr John Rartholomy (standing center), chairman of the
department of special education, during dedication ceremonies for the booth Thursday. Shown with
him standig)(
are: Dr. Harry M. Sparks. university president; and Mrs. Leonard Vaughn of
Murray; and (seated ) Nat Ryan Hughes of Murray. Hughes represented the Honorable Order of
Kentucky ( olonels, which awarded a grant la $3,250 toward the purchase And installation of the
booth.
I Photo by Wilson Woolley)

pany. He. Is currently the
of-the Murray Rotary

ciuk:ehatralan of
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Planning Commission and
Director of. the Chamber
_mber
._ of
Comm
- erece.
The International Executive
Service Corps was organized in
1964 by a group of American
businessmen, headed by David
Rockefeller of the Chase
Manhattan Bank, to help speed
growth
economic
and
strengthen private enterprise in
the developing countries. While
supported in part by the U.S.
Government, IESC
also
receives financial sponsorship
from some 200 major U.S.
corporations and -over 100
leading companies in the
developing nations. It is
managed independently by
private businessmen.
IESC recruits experienced
executives to volunteer for
short-term assignments abroad
with locally owned firms which
request their assistance. Most
are recently retired; others are
still active in business and are
made available by their U.S.
companies. While travel and
living expenses-are paid for the
executive, and for his wife if she
accompanies hint, he serves
without other compensation.
The foreign firm makes a
substantial contribution toward
the costs of its project.
In operation since January
1965, IESC has approved
requests for assistance from
about 2900 enterprises in 48
countries of Latin America, the
Middle East. Southeastern
Europe. Africa, South and Ealt
Asia. Its volunteer executives
have helped improve food
production and health standards, textile and apparel
manufacture, investment and
banking practices, construction
methods and transportation
systems, industrial processes,
merchandising and marketing
programs, mining and natural
resource development,
government and educational
• services, communications sal
facilities.
Their
tourist
modern
of
knowledge
managerial pracliets has been
sha
ed with businesses of all
sizers.
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Florida Primary May
Have Sounded Death
Knell For Senator Muskie
Governor George Wallace won the Florida
presidential primary as predicted Tuesday, but
the surprising outcome of the election was the
showing of support for former vice-president Hubert
H. Humphrey, who may now become the chief
Contender as front-runner for the Democratic
nomination.
Wallace received 42 per cent of the Florida
_primary in a smashing victory for the Alabama
governor who ran a campaign based on opposition to
busing of school children and speaking out against
rising taxes. In a victory statement, Wallace said his
win was a "victory for the average citizen" and
confidently predicted he will win the Democratic
nomination at the convention in Miami Beach.
While the political experts hold that it would be
impossible for a Southerner to get the nomination,
much less be elected President, Governor Wallace
does have an appeal that is popular to all citizens.
And that is that people are fed up with high taxes and
that he intends to do something about that. He
doesn't say how,and we doubt that he could or would
if he got the office, but it's popular to say so.
If the Florida primary vote can be relied on as any
kind of barometer, it seems to favor Hubert Humphrey, the Democratic standard bearer four years
ago. He received 19 per cent of the Florida vote and
Senator Henry M. Jackson of Washington got 13 per
cent
in big
Humphrey will probably run better
than
California
in
and
states
eastern
northern and
either Wallace or Jackson. And if he does he will bag
nomination again.
the
The Florida primary apparently sounded- the
death knell of Senator Edmund Muskie of Maine,
who got only 9 per cent of the votes down there. The
Senator should be getting the message by now that
voters just don't want him for President of the
United States.
Senator George McGovern and Mayor John
Lindsay groveled -somewhere in the basement,
battling out a tie for fifth place as nobody appears to
be taking their candidacies seriously.
One thing was defimle in Florida Tuesday--,President Nixon is the solid choice 'of that state's
Republican voters.. He received 87 per cent of the
vote cask. Whoever the Democratic nominee may
be, he can count on campaigning against -Richard
Milhouse Nixon in the November election. And we do
campaign.
that
him
envy
not

University president, is shown with the
ORIGINAL SHIELD—Dr. Harry M.Sparks, Murray State
in 1924. A modification of the shied
crest
school
official
the
as
adopted
original drawing of the shield
in Murray State history. The
often
reflected
is
insignia
in the Murray family coat of arms, the
official university flag bears the familiar
the
and
Shield,"
-The
as
known
is
yearbook
university
buildings on the
Image of three gold stars on a shield-shaped field of royal blue. Many of the early
campus are also marked with some form of the shield.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)

MSU Buildings Bear
Sihiol Shieldrmblem

was standing before- the
monument of William Murray
and gazing at the heraldic
shield'of the Earl of Mansfield,"
the letter continued.
"But as I 'lingered, my
thought went out to another
Murray-a new Murray across
the seas-a Murray which has
the same shield carved on its
walls and wrought in its windows and written on the tablets
of the hearts of its students. The
old Murray stands amid the
shadows of the illustrious dead;
the new Murray basks in the
sunlight of the living".

distinghished career of public
By Dwain McIntosh
Landmark building from the service
Nowhere is the pride and
early days of 50-year-old
Murray State University bear a emotion centered on the shield
common mark of identity—the in the early days better
simple but symbolic shape of a documented than in a letter
circumscribing three written by Carr in August of
shield
Business Mirror
1931 while he was visiting
stars.
A modification of the shield London.
Addressed to 1..J. Hortin, a
LEDGERS TIMES FILE
from the coat of arms of the
Scottish family of Murray, the member of the faculty at that
time and now director of
emblem had meaning in the
A PRENATAL STUDY
Deaths reported today are Horace M. Beasley, age
beginning probably not .fully journalism at Murray State, the
HOUSTON ( AP) — A Rusand B.E. Walton, age 83.
understood today except -by letter in the eloquent and
By JOHN CUNNIFF
sian-born scientist has been
Harry Seville of York, Pa., has joined the Tappan
oldtimers whose memories scholarly style of Carr, then awarded a 160.000 grant to
AP Business Analyst
dean of the school, opened:
Company, Murray Division, as manufacturing
study how unborn babies are
NEW YORK (AP) — The two reach back five decades.
"Today while wandering affected by lack-of oxygen.
It was a symbol of the spirit
superintendent. He succeeds Howard Olila who persistent domestic economic
Dr Donald Rappoport, head
problems in the United States and the pride of the university through the hall of the imresigned last week.
in Westminster Abbey, of the Division of Molecular
mortals
of
people
the
of
and
community
unemployand
inflation
are
Army Privates Robert M. Barrett and Charles R.
Biology at the University of
ment, which invites the ques- Murray and Calloway County I came upon a familiar symbol,
Texas
medical branch in GalDarnell are taking eight weeks of advanced in- tion:
bearing
stone
in
carved
shield
a
who raised 8100,000 in a few
veston, received the award
dividual infantry training with the 100th Division at
Are they permanent aspects short weeks in the drive to have three stars. I paused in glad from the United Cerebral Palsy
Fort Chaffee, Ark.
of our wonderflifly wealthy, the little_ tobacco town of surprise. I had seen that shield Research and Education FounMr. and Mrs. Neale Sykes of New Bedford, Mass., relatively unregulated econo- Murray designated in 1922 as ten thousand times. I could not dation
be mistaken. It was the Murray
the ithool site.
Oxygen deprivation in unborn
are the parents of a baby girl, Lee Ann, born today. my?
To some exlent_the_ answer _ Officially_ adopted as the shield".
and newborn infants is a leadNally
U.S.
the
The father is serving with
e deScrlbed tttem.
ing cause- o1 cerebral palsy.—a
during the
already has been given in re- school crest
abord-the'US
Destroyer 1021.
gard to inflation, which now presidency of Dr. Jonh W. Carr figure "of heroic size" of disorder that now affects at
has been reduced from some- in the first year classes were William Murray, Earl of least 750.000 persons in the
,
thing above 6 per cent 'to only held on the campus—May 9, Mansfield. dressed in the wig United States
3.6 per cent—but only through 1924—the shield became a anti gown of the Chief Justice of
FASTEST MILE —
the use of extraordinary revered tradition almost Great Britain, standing above
On March 3, 1938, Glenn Cunthe
shield.
overnight.
means.
ningham ran one mile in 4:04.4,
"No, I was not mistaken.
Nothing offered a better focal
Wage and price controls were
then the fastest time on record.
enforced by government only point for developing a feeling
Pvt. Solon Pat Darnell has completed his basic' after it had decided that con- of school loyalty on a campus
training with the Air Force at Shepard Air Force ventional means were unable to literally bare of buildings than
the shield of gold stars on a blue
Base, Wichita Falls, Texas,and is being transferred cope with the problem.
It now remains to be seen field with a double gold border.
to Cheyenne, Wyoming for special training.
whether inflation will reappear And its Murray family origin
_Rex Alexander, basketball coach at Paducah af4r,.the elimination - of con- served to strengthen further
Junior College, hasbeen named assistant basketball trols, In :fact, it remains-.to be the bond between the city 3nd
coach at Murray -State. He will assume his new- sL.en' - if controls will be elimi- the emerging new school of :hat
same family name.
duties under Head Coach Harlan Hodges on Sep- nated.
School officials took the shield
Meanwhile, nobody can claim
tember 1.
that the 3.6 per cent rate is evi- to heart as much as anyone—
Brown
Zelma
Mrs.
and
Butterworth
l
doted
Mrs.
dence of great success. If main- and perhaps even more so. Both
were honored recently for 25 years continuous tained, it wo.uld cause the dol- Carr_ and Dr. Rainey T. Wells,
Company.
stervice with the Southern Bell Telephone
lar to be devalued in the mar- the school's founder and second
New officers of the Almo PTA are Mrs. Buel ketplace by 50 cents in about 20 president, encouraged its use in
such a way as to perpetuate it
Hargis, Mrs. Virginia Herndon,and Mrs. Ray Ross. years.
TFCRICaOR' • EMIR SORRY WRNS WWI
Three stars on a shield
Less radical measures have
Births reported are a girl ta Mr. and Mrs._John
to
used
became
been
of
familiar
a
unemthread
with
deal
Steele on March 11, boy to Mr. and Mrs. Cecil ployment, which persists partly architectural similarity as the
Cleaver on March 14, boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Cable because of a peculiar, ironic campus slowly took shape.
The late President John F. Kennedy called on all
A GENERA
OF PASSION
on March 15, boy to Mr. and Mrs. Keith Brandon on situation: The number of jobs Although the form varies
citizens in his inauguration speech to "ask not what
Atkinson
J.W.
EXPLODES
WITH
Mrs.
RAW
VIOLENCE'
and
Mr.
so
but
to
the
rising,
is
is
same
the
basic
girl
slightly,
design
number
and
March 17,
your country can do for you. but what you can do for
of job seekers.
is predominant on all the early
March 17.
One school of thought—and it structures.
your country".
When the citizens of the
seems to be expanding—argues
We wonder how the late president would feel about
that
there
a
presented their gift
is
serious
community
misKenTed
Senator
the stand his younger brother,
match between skills and of the first building on the
the
all
for
amnesty
total
in
taking
favoring
is
nedy,
needs, and that it won't be re- campus to state and school
LEDGER•TIMES FILE
draft-dodgers and bugouts who have fled the
Over 18 Only
solved untiLlaktter cooperation officials in the summer of 1924,
country to evade their responsibility'?
is achieved between educatora twin crests flanked the front
door.
As the Columbia, S.C. State said in a recent
Deaths reported are 4.J.T. Shultz, Mrs. Mary, and employers.
Another area of great conBesides that first building—
editorial, the Senator's concern with amnesty is Bartee Tishel, age 86, Mrs. Mattie Smith, age 76,
cern is for the chronically known today as Wrather Hall—
understandable. But to most citinns, it is inBen F. Schroader, age 84, Jackie Ray Outland, age unemployed who, it is believed, other historic buildings bearing
tolerable.
Ends
eight months, and Mrs. Lon Seay.
are beyond the influence of the the shield are Wilson Hall,I1Vells
We take the view of Senator Baker, who said the
Mr.
of
Mrs.
son
and
USN,
economic
cycle.
is,
Dodds,
That
even
Chester
Hall,
the
Lewis
auditorium, the
TUE.
other day that "I can't sympathize with deserters". Chester Dodds, is the first Calloway County boy to he when the economy expands, library, the old Training School,
FRANK"
Ordway Hall, the old Price
We have no patience with those selfish, introverted, reported among the missing in action in World War their fortunes remain poor.
Blacks and teen-agers, for ex- Doyle Fine Arts Building and
ZAPPA'S
self-seeking individuals who left their country rather
ample, have jobless rates far the Carr Health Building, all
than serve it. Their country owes them nothing.
Poitertown's two room school has gotten state- above that of adult whites no built before 1940.
rich
the
with
either,
And we have no Patience.
LOR United Arti
wide recognition during the past school year for its matter what the condition of
Preservation .of the shield
who cry into their champagne buckets ovet the fate
achievements and it has served as a model for other the economy. Black joblessness insignia was further,assured
ci- REIREBENEN
of deserters who ran away while their fellow
schools. A feature story ,with pictures is reprinted is usually double that of whites. when the school yearbook was
Open 6:30-Start 7:00
MURRAY
Teen-age unemployment is named "The Shield". In the 1925
Americans did what they considered their duty to
this week in the Ledger & Times that appeared in the triple the figure..,
DRIVE
inaugural
volume,
the
three
protect our freedoms.
,
IN
Louisville Courier-Journal.
TO NITE & SUN.
Mars on the crest were
Those who fled America to avoid serving in the
New Concord beat Murray High School 29 to 2.5 in
described as signifying hope,
--IA campsite for sore eyes.
HAS MANY TONGUES
armed forces in a time of conflict made the choice
endeavor and achievement.
the finals of the First Regional Basketball tourINDIANAPOLIS (API —
themselves. Whatever their reasons for making that
the
Today
university flag bears
nament at Mayfield and will play in the state (;eneral Hospital has a bureau
choice, they will have to live with it, wherever they
tournament at Louisville. Pat McCuiston is New of foreign communication to the shield insignia.
The city of Murray, which
are.
break through the language barConcord Coach.
passed its name to on to Murray
rier
Mrs. George Hart was elected president of the
Forty hospital employes State Normal School 50 years
Murray Woman's Club at the meeting held at the speaking 19 different languages ago, took its name from the
club house. Mrs. A F Doran is the retiring are on call to help patients with prestigious Murray family. The
little or no knowledge of En- family, which included U.S.
president.
' by ('an l Riblet Jr.
glish
Congressman John L. Murray,
A call to the bureau can re- had migrated to
If the reason behind President Nixon's trip to
«mootietwouromour
the Jackson
sult in someone answering the
SOME
mAcHiNgS
ARE
TOO HOT
China was not political, but to heal the wounds of
Purchase
of
West
Kentucky
summons who is *fluent in CeFOR ANY MAN TO HANDLE
enmity that have kept the two countries from
b u a no , Chinese. Danish. from England.
Historical researelilraced the
French. German. Hebrew. Huntriendship for so long, it was a worthy idea. Perhaps
garian. Indonesia, Italian. Jap- Murray shield back to the Earl
a President so anxious to cure animosity could be
Corns' now, and let us reason together; saith the Lord:thinigh
anciel Korean. I,atvian,(sairwe- of Mansfield, William Murray,
moved to throw a bandage- burning party withAhe your sins be as scarlet, they shall be as white as snow; though pan, Philippine ITagolog
prominent in England in the
Rornanian, Russian, Serthey be red like crimson, they shall be as wool.— Isaiah 1:18.
press and remove some old stitches?
170(s. He served as Solicitoo
GP COLOR
bo-Croation, Spanish and Swed- General, Attorney
The exercise of reason cannot help but lead to a realizatior, if
"The wound that bleedeth is most dangerous,"
NATIONAI
General, and
ish
the holiness of the Creator and the fallibility of man.
Lord Chief Justice during a
—Euphues
c- 7l Ei B c7i:!i1J
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Saturday, March 18
Children will meet at the new
center at 7:30 p.m.
Alpha Phi Omega will
sponsor -a car wash at the
Afternoon circles of the First
Whiteway Texaco
Station
from nine a.m. to four p.m. Call United Methodiattliurdi WSCS
753-9121 for pickup and delivery. will meet as follows: I at the
social hall of the church and
Alpha Gamma Rho will be Faith D'oran at the home of
„host to members from seven Mrs. Vernon Roberts, 308 North
-Chapters for a conference at the 8th Street, both at two p.m.
fraternity house.
"Life In Other Countries" will
Senior Art Exhibits of be.the. subject for Elementary
Terence McGinnis, and )3ruce Education Department EnrichWinslow, Paducah will (An- in ment Seminar at-10:30 am. in
the Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Room 154 of the Education
Building, MSU. Dr. Stan
Fine Arts Center, MSU.
Hendrickson will be the
Spring Cleaning Day, spon- speaker.
sored by the Alpha Sigma Alpha
The WSCS -of the Russell'sSorority, will be from nine a.m.
to five p.m. Call 753-8018 for Chapel United Methodist
Church will meet at the home of
appointment.
Mrs. Barbara Brown at one
Slave Day will, be held by p.m.
senior high members of t the
First Baptist Church to raise
The WSCS of the Good
funds for the trip to Expo 72. Shepherd United Methodist
For appointment for odd jobs Chuch will meet at the church
call 753-8106 or 753-1854.
at two p.m.
Sunday,-Mareit-W
The WSCS of the Martin's
• Senior Recital of Sue
Kirkland, Rumsey, percussion, Chapel United Methodist
will be held at the Farrell Church will meet at seven p.m.
Recital Hall, Fine Arts Center,
Murray Assembly No. 19
at one p.m.
Order of the Rainbow for Girl.
Senior Rectial of Tom will meet at the Masonic Hall at
Walker, Greenville, clarinet, seven p.m.
_
will be held at the Farrell
Senior Recital of Susan
Recital Hall, Fine Arts Center,
Nance, Murray, piano, will be
at 3:30 p,m.
held at eight p.m. at the Farrell
Recital Hall, Fine Arts Center,
Six-member youth team from
MSU.
the Baptist Student Union will
begin a week-end evangelistic
effort in the Dover,Tenn., area.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Woodard
Chijcutt of 1321 Porter Odurt,
Paris, Tenn., will have open
house in observance of their
50th wedding anniversary from
two to four p.m.

STUDY
- A Rus: has been
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Monday, March 20
The Penny Homemakers Club
will meet at the home of Mrs.
J.C. Kemp at 12:15 p.m.
Murray Chapter - of the
Secretaries
National
Association will have a dessprtcoffee at the Bank of Murray at
seven p.m.

tin in unborn
Ls is a leadral palsy, a
affects at
ons in the

The Luther Robertson PTA
will have a potluck supper at the
school at six p.m.
"Extrasensory Perception"
will be discussed by Dr. James
T. Hayes,associate professor of
English, at the Enrichment
Seminar by the Elementary
Education Department, MSU,
at seven p.m. in the Faculty
Hall, Room 207.

ILLE
,Glenn Curttile in 4:04.4,
le on record.

U4

ru TUE.

'Tuesday, March 21
The general membership
meeting of the CallowarCounty
Country Club will be held at the
club house at 7:30 p.m.

:ial one

ee
arvin

The annual meeting of the
Friends of the Library will be
held at the Calloway C,ounty
Public Library at seven p.m.

oney"

The
Calloway
County
Association for Retarded

Sr

Barbara Van Meter
fibnorect ftecerrtly
With Bridal, Tea

Plo••• 163- 11111.or TS3•71:411

Mn.J. B. Burkina • . •
of.

Miss Barbara Van Meter 11.401..11/V AMPIMP VIP"MtIP._
whose marriage to Rick
Knepper of Boonsboro, Md.,
was on March 11, was honored
prior to her 'marriage with a
bridal tea held on Tuesday,
February 29,from three to five
o'clock in the afternoon at the
parlor of the First Christian
Church.
The gracious hostesses for the
lovely occasion were Mesdames
Rupert Parks, Clyde Jones,
Marvin Fulton, Clem Moore,
Leon Smith, and Frank
Wainscott.
The bride-elect chose to wear
from bar trousseau a pink linen
dress with lace trim and
matching pink accessories. Her
mother, Mrs. William R. Van
By Abigail Van Buren
Meter, was attired-in a pastel
pink linen dress with lace trim
and matching accessories.
DEAR ABBY: I am enclosing something which has
Their hostesses' gift corsages
been published in the Congressional Record. Since many
were of white mums with baby
millions' of people who read your column would otherwise
breath 'and white bows in the
not see it, will you please print it? It might make the
taditional love knots.
difference between life ad death Thank you. ABBY FAN
.Mrs. Millie Ilroach-44ster
—
DEAR FAN: Yes, I will. And here
the honoree, was also presented
"King Herbs is nay shepherd. I shall always want. .
a corsage and assisted the
"These tragic words, part of a twisted rewording of the
bride-elect in opening her many
beloved 23d Psalm, were discovered recently is Reidsville.
lovely and useful gifts including
N. C?,'In a closed car alongside a dead heroin addict. She
the electric baker-broiler oven,
was 23 years old.
wedding gift from the
"Her death was ruled a suicide. A hookup with the car's
hostesses.
exhaust had sent carbon monoxide fumes from a rumaind
.The beautifully appointed tea
table was overlaid with a lace, motor into the vehicle. Here's the complete 'Psalm.'
"King Heroin I. my shepherd. I shall always want. He
cloth and centered with an
maketh me to lie down In the gutters.
arrangement of yellow and
"He leadeth me besides the troubled waters. He dewhite mums flanked by mellow
stroyeth my soul.
lighted rapers. The ap"He leadeth me in the paths of wickedness.
pointments were in Silver and
"Yea, I shall walk thru the valley of poverty and will
crystal. Punch, dainty cookies,
fear no evil for thou, Heroin, are with me.
pastel mints, and nuts were
'Illy Needle and Capsule comfort me. Thou strippest
served.
the table of groceries in the presence of my family. 'Mon
Guests signed the briderobbest my head of reason.
elect's wedding book with the
"My cup of sorrow mama over. Surely heroin addicblue plume pen at the register
tion shall stalk me all the days of my life and I will dwell
table- overlaid with a white
In the House of the Damned forever."
linen cloth and centered with a
Mrs. Rocky ( Debbie) Sapla
Also found in the car with the dead woman was tad
bud vase of yellow and white
was the honoree at a delight- mums.
written message:
fully planned baby shower held
"Jail didn't care me. Nor did hospitalisation be
Approximately forty persons
on Saturday, March 11, at two attended or sent gifts.
for long. The doctor told my family it would have been
o'clock in the afternoon at the
better, and Indeed kinder, If the person who got me Molted
home of Mrs. Preston Barrett.
on dope had taken a gun and blown my brains out. And
The gracious hostesses for the
wish to God he had. My God, how I wish IL"
occasion were Mrs. Beverly
Nance, Mrs. Shirley Coles, Mrs.
s DEAR ABBY: You have often stressed the fact that
Marie Wyatt, and Mrs. Barrett.
parents should respect the privacy of their teen-aged childFor the event the honoree
ren with regard to letters, diaries, etc. But now that drugs
chose to wear a pinir-like -knit
liAvébScomesomuc5- a pari of our lives, and some are
dress with a hostesses' gift
Group II of the Christian
both illegal and dangerous, I worider.if you would comment
corsage'of,pink carnations and Women's Fellowship of the
on respect to privacy in this area.
miniature Easter Ninnies.
First Christian Church met at
If a pareht suspects that 4; teen-ager is taking drugs,
Games-wereplayed-withMrs: the church parlor on -Tuesday,
orls Involvid with dings in any way, doesn't the -pin-ent
Jean Ann Outland, Mrs. Edith March 7, at two-thirty o'clock in
have an obligation to go to all lengths to find out? And of
Barrett, and Mrs. Marguerite the afternoon with Mrs. Eugene
course when the infringement of privacy is discovered, what
Stubblefield as the winnerS;J
Scott as hostess.
is the answer then?
Refreshments of punch,
Pickard
Mrs.
Lessie
Please comment, Abby. The are a lot of worried
cookies, and mints were served presented a review of the book,
ONE OF THEM
parents out here.
from the beautifully appointed "Great Religions of the World".
between a pardifference
DEAR ONE: There is a vast
table overlaid with a lace cloth She told of the different churorder
to-read his
privacy
in
teen-ager's
his
ent
invading
an
with
centered
and
ches she had visited in her_tours,
mall or Mary, and in Attempting to learn whether or not his
arrangement of pink carnations in different countries.
and gladioli with-tEaster . bunThe devotion from the-book-,----- child Is involved with drugs.
Involvement with drugs can make the difference benies nestled in the centerpiece. "A Woman Wants God", was
tween life and death. Parents have a right to learn as much
Mrs. Beverly Nance and Mrs. given by Mrs. R.H. Robbins. as they can, by whatever means possible. God will forgive
Marie Wyatt presided at the She discussed the chapter, "A
them.
And so will their children, eventually.
refreshment table.
Woman, Nylon, and A Flower".
Miss Glenda White asked the
Mrs. Rupert Parks, chairWhat's your problem? You% fool better If you get it off
guests to sign the register at the man, presided, and Mrs. Ruth
chest. Write to ABBY, Boit WM, Les Angeles, Cal.
your
table overlaid with a pink cloth Clopton, secretary-treasurer,
Will.
For a personal reply enclose !tamped, addressed
and centered with a white milk -gave her reports.
envelope.
glass vase holding two pink
The hostess, Mrs. Scott,
roses.
served refreshments to the
Hate to write letters' Send $1 to Ab, Box IMO, Los
Seventy persons were
seventeen members and one
Cal. Will, for Abby's booklet, "Hew to Write LetAsgeles,
sent
gifts.
present or
visitor.
ters for All Occasions.'

Mrs. Rocky Sapla
Honored At Baby
Shower Recently

Mrs. Pickard Gives
Program At Meeting
Of Group II CWF
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Miss Alisa Dukes, Grand Worthy Advisor,
Makes Official Visit At Rainbow Meeting

Women's Auxiliary
Qf Moose Lodge
Has Regular Meet

Turner Home Scene
Of Baptist Young
Women's Meeting

* OPENING SOON *

Shapemakers Health Club of Murray
LATEST IN

MEM
it 7:00
SUN.

e eyes.

For

•cotonLI

GARLAND ROY
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Wayne
Garland of Hardin are the
parents of a baby boy, Kevin
Wayne, weighing nine pounds,
boen on Friday, March 10, at
*M. at the Murray346
(LeviSligo *DM)
Calloway County Hospital.
The new father'is employed at
Mr. and Mrs. Dallas (Dal) Dick
Rubber
--Mr7-and--Mes.
-celebrate-their -golden-- the General The and
Mayfield.
wedding anniversary on Saturday, March 25, at thçlr home in • Company,
Grandparents are Mr. and
Hazel.
Garland of /dm°
All friends and relatives are invited to attend an oerrhouse at Mrs. Jack
Barbara Forth
their home from three to six o'clock in the afternoon. No in- Route One, Mrs.
Mr. Ind Mrs.
and
Hardin,
of
vitations are being send.
Hale's Trailer
The couple was married at Buchanan,Tenn.,on March 25, 1922. Harold Forth of
Great grandHe is a retired farmer and the son of the late Bud Dick and Lou Court, Murray.
Mrs. Virgil
and
Mr.
parents
are
Alexander Dick. Mrs. Dick is the former Idell Hutson,daughter of
Garland of Murray Route One
the late Elmor Hutson and Lula Housden Hutson.
and Mrs. Clara Cope of
Mr.a
Five.
Mr. and Mrs. Dick have five living children who are W.D. Dick Mayfield Route
and Purdom Dick of Ferndale, Mich., Harold Dick of Tiptpn, Ind.,
CALI:WM-BOY
Stanley Dick of Benton, and Mrs. Helen Key of Hazel. One
Damion Tad is the name
daughter, Mrs. Lou Elkins, passed away ten years ago.
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Dean
They have nineteen grandchildren and eleven great grand- Caldwell of Sedalia for their
children.
baby boy, weighing seven
poundsfourteen ounces, born on
Wednesday, March 15, at 1:42
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The new father is employed at
Company,
Miss Alisa Dukes, Grand Kalberer, and Irene Futrell, all the Myers Lumber
Worthy Advisor of the Kentucky past worthy advisors of Murray Mayfield.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Grand Assembly of the Order of Assembly.
Mr.
The date of April 16 was set Mrs. Joseph Caldwell and
the Rainbow Girls, made her
Mrs. Laverne Harrison, all
official visit at the regular for the Smorgasbord supper to and
Sedalia.
meeting of Murray Assembly be held at the Woodmen of the of
No. 19 Order of the Rainbow for World Hall.
Following the meeting a
Girls held on Tuesday, March 7,
at seven o'clock in the evening social hour was held in honor of
at the Masonic Hall.
the Grand Worthy Advisor. The
The Grand Worthy Advisor is table' was decorated In red,
a tnemlier of touilfilIe White and- -Wire-- with a cenAssembly No. 1 She presented a terpiece of artificial- pepThe Women's Auxiliary of the
gift from the chapter and later permint carnations. Refreshmet
discussed plans for the .Grand ments of cake, decouted with Murray Moose Lodge'
evphing,Mari:L[14,AI Officers party. Miss Duke was the American flag. iunCh, Thursday
given an addendum and- mints, and nuts were served. the Moose -Lodge. The 'meeting
Murray members present was called to order by the senior
presented a corsage of peppermint carnations by the were Kathy Higginbotham, regent, Mrs. Gloria Boy. The
Assembly.
Phyllis
Coleman, ,Janet roll was called by the recorder,
Miss Vicki Kalberer, worthy Newberry, Mary Doran, Vicki Mrs. Wanda Williford.
Five new co-workers were
advisor, presided at the Kalberer, Linda George,
meeting and Miss 'Janet Kathryn Coleman, Nita Atkins, initiated. They were Mary
Newberry, recorder, read the Paula Cook, Leia Robertson, Jones, sponsored by Wanda
Lucretia Crawford, Marsha Williford,- Peggy Jennings,
minutes.
Robci
t.ou, Irene Futrell, sponsored.hy. Charlotte Grogan,
Special guests introduced
were Miss Dukes, Grand Dorisanna Steely, Leslie Klein, Betty Dowdy and Carolyn
Worthy- Adiiisor; Patricia Barbara Sledd, Janie Lamb, Robbins both sponsored by Ora
Evans, Grand Historian; Lesa Becky
Edwards, Denise Lee Farris, and Jeanne
Robertson, Grand Represen- Kalberer, Pat Evans, Joyce Williams, sponsored by Jean
tative to Tennessee; Joyce Winchester, Sonia Wooton, Calvert.
were
meetings
Future
Winchester, Past. Grand Tanunie Bell, Joni Scott, and
discussed. On April 9th an
American Flag Bearer; 4. 4ita Debbie Nance.
Grand
Guests -from
Paducah executive officers meeting-will-."" Atkins,
Past
Representative to Illinois; Dee - Assembly No. 44 were Tammy be held in Paducah.
IT was reported that the
Duke, Past Grand Chaplain, Norsworthy, Rhea Ann Benton,,
Louisville Assembly No. 1; Ann Meeks, Debbie Solomon, chapter Rally DaY -held at
Rhea Ann Benton, Worthy Sherri Eyer,Debbi Dunn, Susan Bowling Green on March 5, was
Advisor, and Mrs. Elizette Loe, Puckett, Brenda Meeks, Teresa a great success. The Murray
Mother Advisor, both from Thomas, Debra Tadlock, and Lodge not only had the opening
Paducah Assembly No. 44; Marquita Fetter, all members, ritual but the closing ritual as
Janet Newberry, Barbara Elizette Loe, Mother Advisor, well. The senior regent, Gloria
Sledd, Paula Cook, Denise Juanita Bell, Louise Hopper, Boy and the recorder, Wanda
Martha Puckett, and Melvie Williford, held their post during
the entire meeting.
Gilbert, adults.
After the meeting a delicious
Members from Louisville
Mrs. John Paullt and Mrs.
dinner was served by the
were
Aline
Assembly
No.
1
Richard Ford were hostesses at
Bowling Green Auxiliary.
Dukes and Dee Dukes.
a bridal shower last Tuesday,
All officers and co-workers
Adults from Murray were
evening March 14, honoring
are invited and encouraged to
Coleman,
Mother
Mrs.
Twila
Miss Pat Wilson of Murray who
Advisor, Mrs. Faye Lamb, attend the Mid-Winter conwill wed Scott Seiber of Murray
ference to be held in Jefworthy matron, Dee,..,,..1.94nb
Gary
Turner
opened
her
Mrs.
on March 25.
"
fersontown, on April 14, 15, and
worthy
patron,
and
Mrs.
Lillian
The bride-to-be was presented home for the meeting of the
16. The Murray Lodge will have
Robertson,
all
of.
Murray
Star
with a corsage of pink car- Baptist- Young Women of the
the endowment fund on April 15.
of
the
Chapter
No.
433
Order
Church
held
Memorial
Baptist
nations and the mother of the
A dinner and a dance will be
bride, Mrs. Albert L. Wilson, on Montay, March 13, at seven Eastern Star, and Jimmy Bell, held after the meeting on April
was presented with a corsage of o'clock in the evening with the Master of Murray Lodge No. 105
15.
chairman, Mrs. Tom Wilkins, F. & A.M
yellow carnations.
After the opening of the gifts, presiding.
The opening prayer was by
a fruit punch, coffee, small
cakes in the shape of wedding Mrs. Mason Billington. Mrs.
bells, and mints were served Wilkins made announcements
from a table overlaid with a and called for reports. A brief
NEW EQUIPMENT!!
white lace cloth centered with a report on the Hot Dog Supper
including Steam Bath and/or Massage
for the SPIRENO Crusade was
spring floral arrangement.
Each guest contributed a made_
Advanced Memberships at Reduced Rates
Miss Wanda Billington, senior
favorite recipe and at the end
University,
State
Murray
of the evening Miss Wilson was at
Now Available thru April 1
presented with the receipe showed slides and told about her
BONUS FOR THE FIRST 74
EXTRA
experiences as a summer
collection.
Guests attending the function missionar in California:
Tray cards were made for the z
included Miss Bobbie Calhoun,
Mesdames Larry Contri, Earl hospital
During the social hour
Steele,
James
Wilson,
•
Lawrence Philpot, Larry Doyle, refreshments of St. Patrick's
Donald Burchfield, John Lyon, Day salad. voconut cake, Cokes
Raymond Nall, Richard Cot- and coffee were served by Mrs.
1205 Chestnut Street
trell, Vernon Calhoun, Kenneth Turner
The next meeting will be held
Travis, Boyce Birdsong„ and
Paul Sturm.
on Mondaf, April 10, at seven
p.m, at the home of Mrs. John
for your Drug, Prescription
To keep the bristles of a brush
Benton
from touching the bottom of a
and Sundry Needs
Cut r,iL h chi(ken wing into
small-necked bottle when not
Qpen 12:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m.
two pie( c's when cctting up
in,,use. clip a bobby pin onto the
chi( ken for frying. Children are
brush handle and place it
very fond of it this way.
across the mouth of the bottle.

Miss Pat Wilson
Honored At Bridal
Shower Recently

A

maw

- BAKER GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Baker,513
Whitnell, Murray, are the
parents of a baby girl, Leigh
Allyn.. weighing seven pounds
thirteen ounces, born on
Monday, March 13, at 8:59 a.m.
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have one son, Chuck,
age three. The father is with the
Kentucky Lake Oil Comphny.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Mason Baker of
Murray and Mr. and Mrs.
Roger Fields of Mayfield.
great grandmothers are Mrs.
Mary Louise Baker and Mrs.
Gladys Hale, both of Murray,
Mrs. Josie Armonette of
Paducah, and Mrs. Gladys
Camp of Concord, California.

The 23rd psalm of
drugs and death

Presems

•T IONM {4(

parRTHsj

Golden Wedding Anniversary

"
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PASSION
VIOLENCE'

color
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Phone 753-2962
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SCOTT DRUG

V
41,

..ato

.k.
1
Jolliet Robinson, Jeanne Morgan and iandy Jones learn about
some African foods at the International Students Dinner held
recently at the Murray Woman's Club.The girls are members of
Xi Alpha Gamma Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi, an international

r
-'11111r
'
• 4T,..
ii.4 "Z:4
'41' •
Ir`
row

service sorority which participates each year in the student,
dinner. This year the sorority provided the dessert for the dine, r
and assisted in serving.

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
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Croppie F1shinGoodT
In Early Season Days_

I hurried to put the aluminum coming outfrom under the boat.
jon boat into the water because While he lifted it into the boat I
•-•
sanimineI knew we were heading for the noticed my line moving over the
top crappie fishing spot in the side of the boat.
I grabbed the pole and hoisted
nation. The place was Blood
River, Kentucky Lake's prime another good crappie aboard.
crappie fishing hole, and my Meanwhile my other pole went
fishing buddy was just as ex- under, but as I grabbed the pole,
cited about getting on the lake it went limp. "Doggone it". I
missed, that crappie", I said,
as I was.
Don Abel, known as 'Tiger' to disappointed.
After putting my slab into the
his close friends, had been after
I lowered the pole again.
basket
I
and
week
all
fishing
go
me to
was just aching to go, so here But Tiger wouldn't let me rest;
we were heading out to one of he had pulled out another slab
and was placing it into the
our favorite crappie holes.
We knew the spring crappie basket along beside mine.
run hadn't started just yet, so
"If this excitement keeps
we figured they'd be hanging up," I said, "We'll have crappie
deep on the stumpy ledges: It for supper tonight." We caught.
was one of those beautiful about 30 more from that spot
spring days you can't forget but before the action slowed, then
only one thing was to keep us we moved
down the ridge
from getting a limit of crappie following the ledge with our
right off the bat, the wind. We depth sounder.
had anticipated there would be
"Sometime if you let a spot
soroe difficulty with the wind.
30 minutes the
but not nearly as much as we, rest about
crappie will start hitting again.,
were in for.
By JACK WOLISTON
said.
We had fought the waves I told Tiger. "I agree„' he
we're
that
notice
you'll
"But
NEW YORK IUPII —
about 15 minutes after arriving
Washington, D.C.—Fijm staron minnows. Let's
From the ditty bag:
at our honey hole and picked up running 16w
ecologist, Robert Redford, has
some from someone",
about half a dozen crappie try to buy
been named National Chairman
pull over
— Thinking of building
weighing from 34 to P-2 lbs. said Tiger. If you'll
of the 35th annual National
he'll
if
feller
ask
own boat? Look before
that
'11
I
your
there
wind
the
19-25,
fan,
Then like a giant
Wildlife Week, March
say the boating exleap
you
more."
us
dozen
a
sell
blew. It blew so hard that it was
sponsored by the National
perts. If your objective is to
"Let's go," I replied. The guy Wildlife Federation and its state
impossible to stay on the unsave money, your plan might
derwater ledges, so we headed gladly sold us the dozen min- affiliates.
backfire. ,Modern mass boat
to the bank where we found two nows and we returned to our
production makes use of
The 1972 Wildlife week theme,
other crappie fishermen, Mason ledge to settle to some really "Ecology: A Wild Idea," elaborate machinery and
material is purthased by the
and Dick Futrell hot fishing. At times we had focuses on the fact that wildlife
Thomas
carload. If you build a boat,
an three crappie on our four poles is a part of the environmental
beside
themselves
warming
you'll pay retail prices for
they harvested last Saturday on Kentucky Lake.
open fire. Even though it was at the same time and this can crisis and is dependent upon
CRAPPIE, CRAPPIE, AND MORE CRAPPIE—Robert
Staff Photo by Jerry Allen
wood.
hatdware and paint—
crappie
of
string
a
display
lines
Sr.,
the
Lowe,
when
warm, the wind had put a really be a riot
Lowe,Jr. left, and Robert
quality natural surroundings.
can add up. A better
it
and
certain chill in our bones and get tangled. "We're down to one
The bald eagle,emblem of the
plan. say the experts, is to shop
said.
I
minnow."
the fire felt good.
United States, is in serious
the used boat market. Fixing
After about an hour of fish
"Yes, let's go after these are trouble. Its plight symbolizes
up a used boat is often the
quickest and surest way to get
talk; we decided to go to another used up", Tiger replied. After the fate of 100 other American
a good boat on a limited
honey hole we knew and put picking up some more crappie wildlife species threatened by
budget.
down some old cedar trees we and since we were out of min- extinction due to man's inhad acquired. We tied the trees nows we decided to call it quits. terference with the natural
LBL HAS EAGLE
the wild idea of independence,
to rocks with wire and sunk
world.
By the time we headed in we
WEEKEND
OVER
HUNT
best
else
the
find
and not so long ago a wild idea
to
them.
nothing
way
good
A
1.
when
Jig fishing has, down through produces
"The bald eagle is more than
had 52 keepers. Our wind
They came in street shoes, pup in a litter is to toss in a
took us to the moon. Ecology is
always
crappie
will.
that
We
knew
effective
most
a
been
the years,
boots and rain- chunk of food. Usually the most hung around this ledge, but we burned skin had taken on a rosy a decoration for dollar bills, another wild idea that will
shoes,
tennis
is
combination
jigg-eel
The
method of harvesting the black
postage stamps and coin-.
location kcoats,and they all had one thing aggressive, strongest and-most hoped -it Would draw in a few glow, but we were happy and,
work."
bass and with its new twists flipped to the desired
mercial advertising," Redford
the
return
to
planning
already
deterwere
All
common.
'
in
line
first.
his
it
get
works
will
found
pup
angler
new
alert
the
the
to
fish
more
while
bass
'round
allows almost year
next day if the wind would said. "It is a symbol of
on the
Throughout Wildlife Week the
2. Bottle caps screwed to a cover in the next few weeks.
up and down allowing time for mined to feast their eyes
.
fishing.
strength, freedom and quality National Wildlife Federation
permit.
of
spectacle
magnificent
t_
most
fisherman
effective
an
broom,stick make
After we'd worked at this
_a
,,. There are now four main the line to sink. The
and its 3 Mallon menrs ilil
strike which them all, the bald eagle.
And-hiexpensive fish icialer.
little job about two hours we
ways Of taking black bass by must be alert to a
host
Lakes,
to
the
be urging people throughout the
Between
idea
Land
wild
a
be
a
the
skunk,
on
a
in
tug
may
meets
"It
a
dog
population
by
3.11
your
horse
indicated
smoothed
The
had
the
lake
saw
be
that
jigging techniques, the choice of may
arranged
had
United States to consider their
hunt
enthe
eagle
for
reverse
tomato
with
coat
can
bass
2,947,900
from
the
believe we
saturating his
U.S. has soared
out. "It's calm" said Tiger.
methods are determined by the line swimming off as
destruction to relationship to the natural
for the Wildlife Society at juice will kill the smell. As a
8,250,000
an
to
estimated
vironmental
1959
in
bait.
the
"Let's
I
sure
up
replied.
is,"
"It
picks
lor of the water.
to be second choice, rub the mutt
world and make personal
_ Jig fishing is a technique that Murray State University
grab our minnow buckeLand_ . in 1971, with more than 50 per protect the bald eagle and
When- Kentucky or B.arkley
seekers
Eagle
- to help achieve
man,
guide.
the
commitment's
for
-life
catch
pleasure.
to
cream.
for
quality
used
shaving
fishermen
cent
a
with
create
head back to our hot spot." —
Lakes are muddy to the extent allows bass
founded on envirtinmental quality.
be to meet at the Conservation
was
shouldn't
they
country
this
but
tail
when
hole
bass
the
crappie
to
We
minnow's
a
dashed
of
part
Clip
4.
so
or
inch
an
see
you can only
high and Education Center Museum so its action will attract fish and threw out our line. We
deep, then a gob or night caught, when lakes are
that Saturday, February 4th at 9 looking for an easy kill.
about
just
always fish four poles with tight
crawlers or plastic worms are muddy and it's
a.m., then depart with wildlife
Barkley
and
Kentucky
for
time
5. If you are ever swamped in line.) No time was wasted. I
motion
jigged in an up and down
society group leaders.
a boat,stay with the boat. It will was putting a lively shiner
around stick ups along creek I akes.
The areas were scouted
eventually drift to shore and is a minnow on my hook when I
beds.
before the eagle hunters were to signal that someone is in heard a commotion in the
The length of the pole depends
be, taken to the area, and trouble.
water. I looked up to see Tiger
on how clean the water is at the
reports were that eagles had
bring 1 1 z_ pound crappie out of
time you go fishing, In clear
been sighted by the guides.
the water and swing him over
water use a pole 16 to 20 feet
Two groups dispersed from mud. It was easy to see that by the side.
long. A pole of 10 feet will sufwishing
the museum, one guided by this time everyone was
"What a slab," says Tiger.
fice in water that is murky. The
Jerry Allen, set out to check the he'd stayed at home.
"Good work," I said. "That
as
line should be almost as long
from
the
shout
a
came
Then
Crappie have gone wild on areas on Kentucky Lake. The
one
will do for a starter." We
the pole with a cork on one end
"I see one!" He's about
Kentucky Lake near the„,,Ten- other,, led by Charlie Thomas crowd,
both got a big chuckle out of that
and a hefty hook on the other.
old
that
dead
in
out
yards
300
Barkley.
nessee-Kentucky state line, in was to check Lake
and concentrated on our fishing
_ Onoe a bas hit_s,give him
The-first-stop on our list was tree". People- scrambled ex- again. I dropped my line and
12 to 14 feet of water. Several
find out Where
you've got and hog him to the limits have been taken in the Sugar Bay on Kentucky Lake. citedly trying
immediately my pole went
boat, but if you're one that must Blood River area also. Barkley We were to take an approach to train their binoculars.
under. I set the hook and
as
he
was
there
Sure
devil.
enough,
use a net, then net the ole
Lake is producing strings of through the heavily wooded
brought a fighting slab side into
big as life, "A mature Bald
When the water is clearing, small crappie in 6 to 14 feet of section near the lake.
the boat. I slipped the hook from
and
clicked
Cameras
Eagle".
used—
be
may
method
behind
another
Leaving a hard walk
water.
his mouth and the minnow
hint
a
of
for
watched
people
night jigging. A luminous cork
Black bass are picking up and us we trained our binoculars to
on
stayed
is used while fishing at night to several strings have been seen the outer bay where several movement. Then as if by cue,
"That's the way to save these
to
the
took
the
bird
as
magnificent
see
to
fisherman
the
were
enable
around Cypress Creek. Spinner species of waterfowl
wing and headed toward the minnows." I laughed.
well as feel the bass hit.
baits seem to be taking a toll observed, but not an eagle in
"Yes, we've only got 4
mouth and ,out of sight.
bay's
to
determined
In the event the water is too and the plastic worm is working sight. We were
dozen," Tiger replied, "And we
everyone
we
back,
alked
As
to
• clear for night jigging and out on ole Mr. Bass too. Jig see an eagle, so off we went
need all of them
felt excited and not quite so wet, will probably
. worm jigging then another fishing is producing some large Duncan bay.
before its over."
a
once
in
a
seen
for
they
had
the
reached
By_the time we
method may be tried.. The catches in creek channels with
I put my slah into the basket
lake, the clouds overhead were lifetime spectacle, "The Bald and lowered my pole again.
jigging right is the same type night crawlers.
he
to
one
Eagle", and the only
Water level is near normal beginning to hint of pouring
but the cork and sinker aren't
Tiger hung another good one
seen by the Eagle watchers
national wildlife week national wildlife federation and state affiliates march 19-25, 1972
„ u.sed. The lure is a doll fly and a for this time of year on Ken- rain; then it came. Wet as we
that fought in circles before
the
throughout
day.
were we trudged on through the
tucky and Barkley Lakes.
pork rind combination. It

Redford Named
Chairman Of
Wildlife Week

One Eagle Is
Spotted In LBL

Jig Fishing Effective
For Getting Black Bass

Boating.
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Our New Gun Department
Is Now Open!
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Located W Railroad Avenue
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Your hitim—dual Boras
Frances Drake
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Look in the section in which SAGITTARIUS
your birthday comes and find ( Nov. 23 to Dec. 211
what your outlook is, according
A good day. Your innate skill,
to the stars.
imagination and good judgment
will support you in the tight
ARIES
spots AND make the easy ones
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Your planetary influences, brighter.
generous now, indicate that you CAPRICORN
can accomplish a great deal; Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
warn, however, against taking
The busier the day, the more
on too much or scattering efficient you often become. But
be careful now not to overtax
energies.
TAURUS
yourself
by attempting too
much. Don't waste time on
Apr. 21 to May 21)
Some new suggestions or nonessentials.
propositions may be offered. AQUARIUS
aba.
Study each carefully and accept (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Are you making the best use
or reject on the basis of enduring worth and the general of your talents -- and in the
right areas? Here is a time for
good. No hasty decisions!
reviewing — and, possibly, for
GEMINI
making some adjustments.
( May 22 to June 21)
/
Thanks to your foresight, PISCES
your plans seem headed for ( Feb. 20 to March 20)
Just "keeping busy" is no
success now. But do be careful
not to repeat errors which may guarantee of Success. The
have hindered you. in the past. important thing now is to be
seiectij Our. undertakings
CANCER
and waste no time on un( June 22 to July 23)
Two admonitions for this day: productive ventures. KNOW
Avoid impetuosity and don't your goals.
YOU BORN TODAY are an
drop a project which, even
though
slow-moving,
is extremely ambitious individual
essentially productive, in favor and have been endowed with the
of one whose outcome may be talents to achieve highly
satisfying goals in life. Your
dubious.
personality is an outgoing one
LEO
and you would make an out( July 24 to Aug-. 23) 44
A few "surprises" indicated standing speaker, entertainer
politician. This trait is
now — some which will please or
you, others which may not. bestowed by the oncoming Aries
Take the bad with the good — in of which you are a cuspal ( one
your usual philosophical born at or near the change of
Siges). You nevertheless
manner.
possess the typical Piscean love
a'IRGO
of beauty, art and sensitivity to
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23( TR)";_\. the needs of others and could
You may be up against some succeed in any one of these
unusual competition, so keep areas. You are attracted to
alert and make the best use of "causes" and, should you
your talents. With your fine become active in any one of
intelligence, you should find these, would make a profound
ways to outrun the best.
and inspiring leader. Just one
LIBRA
admonition: Be careful not to
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
go to extremes in such acDay starts out brightly, and tivities. Birthdate of: William
you can keep it that way, if you Jennings. Bryan,
Amer.
will. Just be careful not to let statesman. ("silver-tongued
irresponsible persons lead you orator"); Ursula Andress, film
into unproductive activities.
actress.
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and loses it

Jesus Petiple Evoke Different Res onses

C°1)
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FOR SUNDAY,MARCH 19, 1972
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SATIJRDAY—MARCH 18, 1972

Religion Today

NEW YORK ( AP) — Whenever a religious figure opens
himself to questioning these
days, whether at a public gathering, private dinner or news
interview, he inevitably faces
this query:
"What do you think of the
Jesus people?"
Some church observers think
the movement is a lightweight
fad that will die out within a
year. Others think it will revitalize the entire Christian
cause, either outside the institutional churches or through
gradually being absorbed into
them.
In any case, tt is, for the moment, a lusty and novel phenomenon, with a band-wagon
group appeal to a growing
number of youngsters in many
places.
One of the most broad-gauged
appraisals of it came recently
from Dr. Elton Trueblood, a
widely respected and perceptive Quaker philosopher at
Earlham College in Richmond,
Ind.
In a circular letter to members of the Yokefellows, an Interdenominational association
pledged to regular disciplines
of Christian devotions and service, he calls the "Jesus people"
an "interesting, baffling and
important" development.
Many participants are young
people who have been part of
the drug culture but have revolted against it after finding it
self-defeating, he says, and
adds:
"In a mood of desperation
they have turned to Jesus as a
viable alternative to their former
despair
and
disillusionment ... Many seem to
have discovered a new way of
ordering their emotions as well
as liberation from the bondage
both of compulsive drug use
and obsession with sex.
The new life in which these
people now rejoice is one of almost continuous hilarity. They,
shout and sing and call out to
anyone who will listen, 'Jesus
loves you."
He says it's obviously a positive step when anyone stops the
self-destruction, both mentally
and emotionally, of trying to
escape reality through drugs,
and begins seeking real fulfillment.

strange, for example, to have
so little reference to God!"
—"The new cult is almost totally devoid of intellectual content. The emphasis is on raw
emotion. No religion can continue very long in this condition of
precarious imbalance. Many religions have begun with an
emotional surge, but they have
died, one by one, unless they
have to add the element of intellectual validity ... Sooner or
later, it is necessary for all
Christians to be able to give answers to anyone who asks
about the hope that sustains
them."
—"A third ,weakness of the
new cult is its separation from
and antagonism to the church
Vital new movements are
often antichurch, but there cannot, in the long run, be any
Christianity at all without it."
—"A final weakness of the
Jesus people is their relative
lack of social gospel. Their expression of the faith of Christ is
too subjective, centering almost
wholly upon a warm glow in

"The adherents of the new
cult often carry—about with
them tattered copies of the
New Testament which they
read assidulously," he says.
"There may, unfortunately, be
no understanding of the scholarly work on the gospels
However, he adds, "just to
know intimately what Jesus
said and did, including the way
in which he died and rose
again, is to know something of
a revolutionary importance"
and "one does not have to be a
scholar or acquire a mastery of
Greek" to do it.
On the other hand, he says,
the movement reflects several
dangers and shortcomings, including its "fundamentally simplistic approach," which shows
up in four particular ways, including:
—"One weakness is that the
Jesus people do not represent a
full gospel. However valuable it
may be to concentrate upon
Christ, there areNother -aspects
of truth which Lei needed. How

Your individual Horoscope
Frances Drake
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the heart ... A genuine gospel
I
will always be concerned with
Onceaupoat a time there was a elected.
human justice rather than the man who had to be honest who
-I have to be honest," he
mere cultivation of a warm in- wanted to run for something. said. "I don't know what the
ner glow."
"I have to be honest," he hell I'll do. I imagine I'll do
At the same time, he con- mid. "I've always wanted to whatever I have to do to get reeludes, a "fragmented gospel" •run for SOMETHING."
elected:" Re said he had no
When word got around that platform. "I probably would
is better than none.
he wanted to run, the press forget it the day after I got
called him and said, "Is it true elected anyway."
-that you're planning to run?" • Naturally, he had opposition.
have to be honest,"--he
His opponent had denied at
March 13, 1972
said. "As soon as I see some- first that he was a candidate.
ADULTS 106
thing worth running for that .1 '"Several concerned citizens
NURSERY 7
think I can win, I'm going to have come to me and flattered
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
me by suggesting that I run,"
Baby Boy, Carlton ( Mrs.
Eventually, he saw some- he said. "At this time I have not
Joyce Carlton), Rt. I, Far- thing he wanted to run for, so made up my mind."
mington, Baby Girl Baker he immediately announced his
Eventually, his opponent an!Mrs. Vickie Lynn Baker a 513 candidacy. Naturally, every- _flounced that he was a candiWhitnell Ave., Murray, Baby body asked tarn why he was date. "This has been one of the
Boy Luz ( Mrs. Karen Ruth running.
toughest decisions of my life,"
"I have to be honest," he he said. "I talked it over with
Luzi, 814 College Cts., Murray.
said."I've always wanted to be my family. We agreed that so
DISMISSALS
Miss Thenia Michelle Young, an important public figure." many good people have urged
They asked him if he had any me to enter the race, I would be
Rt. 1, Almo, Miss Shirleen Kaye
letting them down if I refused.
Mills, 222 W. Main St., Camp- other reasons for running.
"I have to be honest," he It is a great challenge. And now
bellsville, Mrs. Benda Joan
Bennett, 614 Brookhaven, said."It pays good. More than I that I have decided to meet this
Mayfield Mrs. Dottie Garner can make on my own. The work challenge, I will devote all of
isn't that tough. And there are my energies to1 ii"
Hazel,
B
1 all kinds of great fringe beneHis opponent purchased sev503 S. 9th St., Murray, Everett
fits. I get a free. car, a secre- eral thousands of dollars of
Elburn Deeter, 802, N. Market tary, a big office, some assisprime television time and hired
St.,
Paris, Tenn., Huron tants. I'll get to travel free. I'll
expensive specialists to direct
Asburry Redden, Rt. 8 Hex 89, get to sit at" head tables. And,
his campailii.and formulate a
Murray, Terry Humphry
who knows, if I win this one, platform which dealt in detail
Lawrence, 1503 Belmont, Dr.. someday maybe I can run for a with all the issues. When asked
Murray, Arthur Perry, 708 S
bigger one."
why he was spending so much
3rd St., Murray.
They asked him if that was
money, he said, "I think it is
all.
vital-that my message be car"I have to be honest," he ried to the people so they can
said. "My wife's also pushing
make a decision based on the
HOUSEWIVES REBEL
Me to run. She's a real social issues."
HUNTINGTON, N.Y. (AP) climber and there's nothing
The other candidate also
— A number of women who
that would make her happier spent several thousands of dolusually take the Long Island
impor- lars on television, radio, newsRailroad to New York for than to be the wife of an
papers, billboards and mailers.
Wednesday matinees in Broad- tant public figure."
Naturally, they wanted to They asked him why he was
way theatres have vowed to
know about his qualifications. spending so much money.
pass up such trips
"I have to be honest," he
"I have to be honest," he --"The round trip fare is now
said. "I'm not any more quali- said. "I think it's the only way I
L5." one housewife said, "and
fied than the next guy. The big can win.— and if I win, I'll get it
there no longer are ladies' day
all back anyway."
fares. With shows at $9 things difference is that I want to be
are getting to be a little too elected so bad I can taste it
The first Texas state legislaNaturally, they asked what
much "
he planned to do if he were ture met in Austin in 1846.

Hospital Report

Look in the section in which CANCER
.0
your birthday comes and find (June 22 to July 23)
what your outlook is, according
You may not be able to
complete everything you'd like,
to the stars.
but if you do your best and
ARIES
handle essentials first, your day
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Gain extra time for special will be satisfying. Much help
interests by consolidation, available.
cutting red tape, eliminating LEO
July 24 to Aug. 23)
nonessentials from
your
Better-than-average prosschedule. But be careful about
details, which ARE important. pects, but you will have to grasp
the good opportunities firmly,
TAURUS
quickly reject propositions
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
A day for watching-and- unlikely to be productive.
waiting, yet it calls for action VIRGO
sufficient enough to keep you
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) wP
0.4
••-•
•-•••• • •-• • •-• • •••• • -• • •••
•-•.•-•
Do not let past failures deter
from getting bogged down with
doubts • or indecisiveness. you from doing your best—and
Xing-sized
Routine matters will fare beet. aàhieviiigLNOW
profits in the offing.
GEMINI a."
May 22
It) 11141
r- LIBRA
Be direct, manage your- af- (Sepia to ckt. 23) - —
Tread watchfully—to avoid
fairs astutely and don't let
anyone turn you from a *ell- needless errors and rubbing
ta
planned course. Do recognize Vera the wrong way. Tact and
when you are in error, however, understanding will do most to ' LAM-- -A
..
and take immediate steps_ ta -teep.matters going smoothly.
-- -- •
SCAPE
-Gami PoSaible:
rectify.
SCORPIO
DESIGN
/7 .
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) //1""
There will be many avenues
and
to gain open now. With diligence
and good judgment, you should ; ESTIMATE
be able to rack up sizeable
results and build an even firmer
foundation for the future.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)INC /.7
This day will liken itself to a
-A.
,I
Z.,J1A,
game of checkers. First modes
-. Yaws•
° 4"
,
-/n
7.7,/47fr
,
V4WW:tAPW,h4
4.0//iYftntiii$72./ .
will count heavily, and it will be
/S7
k44.
important to figure out the
111111111)111111111111111P
""iiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiilliiiiiii111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimilliiiiiiliiiii1111111111111111111111111111111111
strategy of your opponent:,
CAPRICORN
•
!Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 11
Harmony and, self-control
needed now. Don't antagonize
those in a position to help you—
or anyone else for that matter.
Aim to improve methods,
knowledge.
AQUARIUS
aaa. a'a4
AND
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Long or Short
Your affairs and the work
expected of you should run
smoothly if you aim for this with
foresight and consistency.
Unusual and original ideas
should go over well.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Precision and perception
EACH
440
11.
needed now. Curb a tendency to
Red Flowering
Coral Bell Pink
wander from
prescribed
BRIGHT RED
course;
aim
to
understand
both
11111111111111111111111111111111111111H11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111115(11111111111+ Us1111111/11ffilliiiiiiiiii11111111111111111111111111111111111fillimminimmilloi
sides of controversial issues.
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HOURS:
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Mon. thru SaL 8-5_
Sunday 1-5

FREE

MURRAY
NURSERY

DRY CLEANING

SPECIAL

I

COMPANY

P

Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday, March 20-21-22

OVERCOATS

4.

-

9-25, 1972
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11111111111111111111111
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TROUSERS
SWEATERS

ikgcsi

Shirts

AZALEAS

6/

FOLDED or HANGER

10

Starch Not Extra
— NO LIMIT —

i
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0N E

ALL WORK DONE ON PREMISES!
Quality of our work is guaranteed to your satisfaction.
C9pvenient Drive-In Window Service

N0U R

CLEAliERS

One HOUR DRY
16 cLeaneRs
Central Shopping
- Center
.."

Phone 753-9084
OPEN 7 A.M.-6 P.M.

YOU BORN TODAY, a
Pisces-Arien cuspal, born while
the Signs were changing, have a
wealth of talents which,
properly developed, can lead to
a happy and successful life. You
have a sharp, perceptive/Mind
and a strong sense of responsibility. You have a gift for
words, which makes you a
natural writer, lecturer,
teacher or preacher, and your
love of color and symmetry
may lead you directly into the
art world. Music is another fine
outlet for your innate creativity
and appreciation of the
beautiful. Whatever career you
choose, however, a strong
strain of spirituality will
dominate your work, and your
capacity for inspiring others
will be profouhd..Birthdate of:
Henrik Ibsen, Nor. poet;
dramatist; Charles W. Eliot,
Amer. author, educator.
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
FOR 1922
including a detailed day
by day forecast, tomp)ete cantle to
one and marriage. and a COM
prehensive character analysis
is
personal
your
now available
roe
forecast. Send %I 00 plus 75 cents in
roe" for postage and handling to this
newSpaper. care of mo•oscope Rook
Department. •04 I?). OW Chelsea.
Station. New York. N Y 10011 Print
YOur NAME. ADDRESS svith2IP. and
DATE OF BIRTH

69'

(liners)
Potted -

and
Star (white)

MAGNOLIA
bloom

Budded $495

LAWN FOOD
6,000 sq. $395
ft. bag
12,000
sq. ft. bag
••••

10,

ROSES!!

•vr.,

9

Standard & Patent

Potted

$795

Choice

ORTHO

•••• -•

Heavily

ea

(leaf buds appearing)

•4' to 6'
Your

•
4

QUINCES

sl"

Saucer (pink)

sin

AZALEAS
$1"

S

$695

•••

FRUIT TREES
Dwarf'& Standard

FORSYTHIA

•Peach •Apple
•Cherry •Plum
•Pear
Most Varieties
Still in Stock
0.4

"S.

tn Bloom

$195
0.40

4••••

O.*

'
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churches in their evangelistic
outreach.
A number of churches have

NEW YORK - While a national controversy rages over
buang of children as a

..

or4

-

CH. 3
WSIL

for Monday
Ledger & Times TV Schedule
_
CH. 12
CH. 8
CH. 6
CH. 5
WIAC

WSM

600 RalphEmerY
700 Today
9:00 Dinah's
9:30Ccutcentration
10:00 Sale-of
Century
10:30 Bewitched
11:00 Password
11:30 Split-Second
11:55 News
12.00 Noon Show
; Our Lives
1:00
1:30 Doctors
2:00 Another
World
2:30 Bright
promise
3:00 Mayberry
3:30 'Movie
5:25 News
6:00 News
6:30 Bewitched
7:00 Special
8:00 Movie
10:00 News
10:30 Cavett

—

6:00 Mor.
7:00 Today
9:00 Dinah
9:30 Concen.
10:00 Sale-Can.
10:30 Squares
Jeopardy
11:00
,,,, ,,,,
,,
'''"' ""'"
12:0° P4c441
1:00 Our Lives
1:30 Doctors,
2:00 An. World
2:30 Promise
3:00 Bugs Bunny
3:15 Movie
S:25 Weather
5:30 News
6170 Neva
6:30 Dragnet
700 Laugh-In
8:00 Movie
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight

KFV8

WSIX

1VPSD

6:00 News
7.00 Today
6:30 McCoys
AM 9.00 Dinah
6:30 N'Ville
7:00 Bozo
Korn
7:55 Kitc.
930 Concent.
8:30 Romper
11100 Kangaroo
10:00 Sale Cen.
9:00 Lucy
1:00 Tell-Truth
10:30 Squares
9:30 Hillbillies
9:30 T pr C
11:00 Jeopardy
10:00 Mov.Game
10:00 Font. Affair 11:30 Who-Where
10:30 Bewitched
10:30 Love of Life 11:55 News
11.00 Password
11:00 Heart Is
1 2:00 Child-Me11:10 Flipper
11:30 Search
Too
12:00 My Children
12:00 Singing Con. 12: 30 News
12:30 Make-Deal
12:25 NewS
12.45 PastorSpeaks 1:00 Newlyweds
12:30 World Turns 1:op Our
Lives
1:30 Dating
1:00 Love IS
1:30 Doctors
2:00 Gen. Hosp
1:30 Guiding Light 2:00
Another
One Life
World
2:30
200 Secret Storm
2:30Brightpromise 3:00 Password
2:30 Secret Storm ,;I:
Love Am.
3:30
Somerset
2:30 Edge of Night
4:00 Jeannie
Calendar
Pyle
3:00 Gome#
3;35 Popeye
4:30 Green Acres
3:30 Gilligan
900 Gilligan
5:00 News
4:00 Movie
4:30 Dan Boone
6:30 Circus
5:25 News
5:30 News
7:00 Special
6:30 Wanted
6:00 News
8:00 Movie
7:00 Gunsmoke
Green-Acres
6:30
10:00 Chaparral
8:00 Lucy
11:00 News
7:00 Laugh-In
8:30 Doris Day
Movie
8:00
11:30 Cavett
9:00 Sonny-Cher
News
10:00
10:00 News
Tonight
10:30
11:30 Movie

-

CH. 29
WDXR

6:00 Sunrise
6:30 Break. Show
7:00 News
8:00 Kangaroo
9:00 Lucy
9:30 My 3 Sons
10:00 Fern. Affair
10:30 Love-Life
11:00 Where Heart
11:25 News
11:30 Search
Pic12:00 Farm
12:05 News
12:30 World Turns
Many
1:00 Love
1:30 Guiding Light
2:00 Secret Storm
Night
2:30 Edge
300 Comer rvie
3:30 Virginian
5:00 Hazel
5:30 News
6:00 News
6:30 Dr. Locke
7:00 Special
8:00 Lucy
8:30 Doris Day
9:00 Sonny-Cher
10:00 News
10:30 Movie

9:00 Psychiatrist
9:30 Devotions
9:45 Movie
1:35 The Answer
1:50 Sewing
2:00 Gourmet
2:30 3 on a Match
:00 News
:03 Movie Game
:30 Movie
:00 Monsters
3:30 Fury
4:00 Bozo
it:00 Superman
:30 McHales
5:57 News
6:00 Country Place
6:30 Theatre-29
8:30 The Saint
9:30 Creat. Feat.
10:00 News
10:30 Theatre -

BLONDE
JUST LOOK AT THOSE SKINNY
LEGS AND SUNKEN CHEST

THE PHANTOM
HERE /5 MY cook! HE will
iris.You-scxv-rw-Rotsow
GOT IN_ my FOOD.

As'tau ALL'ioiaw THE-wrottos

BEATLE BAILEY
X WIRED

WHY DON'T
YOtt-V4./tRE
;ONE
FLOWER*?

-,e-

NOW
WHAT?

NANCY
HE JUST
WINKED AT
ME WITH

THAT HANDSOME
NEW BOY JUST
WINKED
I SET
AT ME
HE'LL
WINK
AT ME
TOO

BOTH EYES

-BUT,NATCHERLY
WE COOLDfstr
TELL YO'— IT
WERE A

SECRET!!

NAD'501...N./ED ouR
PROBLuivi WiF ROTTEN'
RALPH 1E, PAN TLE5S
PERKINS-BUT WI-tAT'S

HIS PPooLurA2 WHY

IS HE50 ROTTEN?

A
QUESTION
NOT
EVE N
HE
CAN
AN5W
-BUT

WE
CAN AND
WILL!!

•
The Colonials

oFp r

The church relies heavily IXi
effective
and
dedicated
workers, who must be willing to
visit their regular riders and
search for new ones each week.
They need to develop compassion for indifferent parents aucl
undisciplined children, and
special attention must be given
to the safety of the youngsters,
with each being picked up at his
own front door and returned

there after- church.
. Coggin and Spooner have
found that their bus ministry
has not only increased attendance at their services but
"has been a source of inspiration to most all of the churches

churched families, particularly
those with small children. PreSunday school- "warm-icet" invollang singing and playing
games are conducted on some
bus rides to church, and followin Fort-Worth." Many have obup"visits are Wen-Via& MAW
served that as the attendance
been
have
who
homes of those
at Travis has increased, their
transported:
own churches have enjoyed an
A report on how this kind of
upsurge in enthusiasm and outprogram can succeed has been
reach that has filled more pews
E.
James
Rev.
written by the
. Coggin, pastor of the Travis, on Sunday.
Avenue Baptist Church in Fort
- In their first 15 months of
Worth, Tex., and the Rev. Ber- -Operating a bus ministry, the
minister
his
nard M. Spooner,
two ministers observed that the
of education.
greatest response lay in arms
Entitled -How to Build allus where transportation was most
Ministry," the report originally needed, where income was lowwas included in the Manuscript er and where the population
of "You Can Reach People was transient.
Now,- but the Broadman
" Press, publisiier of the book,
"One reason for this, no
regarded this section as being doubt," they concluded, "is the
of such importance that it has reluctance or inability of many
issued it separately for wide churches to put forth the effort
distribution.
necessary to reaclvsuch homes.
The two cleramen said that Mostchurches apparently have
perhaps the greatest single felt that their efforts and rereason for having a bus min- sources are better spent on
istry lies in its potential for more stable family situations.
evangelistic outreach.
-As the young people and
adults ride the buses, they are
oriented into spiritual 'matters," they explained. "They
become acquainted with the
Bible, which many have seen
for the very first time."
But this is not the only reason
for having a bus ministry, the
ministers added. Such an outreach gives a church a chance
to show its social concern, for a
bus ministry helps to break
down economic and educational barriers and shows a
community that the churdi
cares- about its -inhabitants.
Often,- too, clothing, food and
other items are provided for
the poorer families after they
are introduced to church life.
"Perhaps one of the most rewarding reasons for a bus ruinistry is to reach the children of
diCtinterhed parents..? cog&
and Spooner wrote. "Oh how
very many adults are indif-ferent to their own spiritual
needs and likewise to the spiritual needs of their children."
In the past, when members of
the church staff visited such
people, the children often
showed an interest in attending
Sunday school, but they did not
go because their parents would
not take them. With the bus
service, they can attend - with
parental approval, of course.
A bus ministry also reaches
older people and others who
have no means of transpor,tation. Having' a bus stop at
`/- their front cipors allows them to
Renee Thompson
be indept of friends and
•
relatives.
Altdo, Grade 8
There is another reason for a
bus .ministry, according to
members of Travis Avenue
Church: It gives them an opportunity to render a service.
'Never hove we had so Many
people working, so many people developing as soul-winners,
so many people rendering service as we have had since our
bus ministry began," the re-

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

,

1 Young cow
5 Indefinite
number
8 Propel oneself
through water
12 Sea in Asia
13 Macaw
14 Sagacious
15 Rumor
17 Signifies
19 Out of date
20 Makes
comfortabie
21 Slave
23 Western
alliance
(init.)
24 Seed
container
26 Doctrine
28 Coniunction
31 Cyprinoid fish
32 Quarrel
33 Artificial
language
34 Army officer
(abbr.)
36 Small
amounts
38 Bishopric
39 Great Lake
Si -118thelhkter43 TrickS
45 Wearies —
48 landed
properly
50- Sarcasm
51 Girl's
nickname
52 Exist
54 Heroic
event
55 Alloy of gold
and silver
56 Soak
57 Dispatched

1 Cavil

2 Region
3 Fell into
disuse
hben silk
4 Waste
5 Obese
Teutonic
6 _deet
7 Existed
8 Perspire
9 28th President
10 Small island
11 Army meal
16 Lease
l& Fuel
Weird recant
22 uoss
23
24
25
27
29

Hog
Poem
Negative
Native metal

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

03003 00000
M30830 M000313
BO 83=0 89M0
OM 00800 MUM
MOO 00080 GO
00000 13300080
0080 0080
0080030 03000
00 MUM OMM0
000 30080 000
BOOM 00030 OM
BOOM= 30030M
881380 BOOM
30 Fish eggs
35 Snuggle
36 Light rain
•
37 - Bristle
38 Band of color
40 Domain
42 Locations
41 Rockfish

14 Employs
46 Ireland
47 Clan
-49-orpw of
hearing
50 Place
53 Note of
scale

people are learning to love, to
care', to be more interested in
,others than they are in themselves."
best plce for a church to
begin4 busrministry is in its
home neighborhood, but some
have routes ranging many
miles from their sanctuaries.
Regardless of where and how it
orierates, such a program
should be conducted so that it
does not infringe on the provinces of other churches, however. In other words, care must
be taken not to steal sheep from,

eth°se
bus
e other churches to
fThor
ileeing
hrnw
ca
sh
7
consider seriously the matter
of outreach. It certainly is to be
understood that churches cannot, honor Christ by pulling boys
and girls or adults away from
one church to another."
In the experience of the tit":
vis Avenue Church, a canvass
of about 100 average-size
blocks will usually uncover
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Stan Henley
Middle School, Grade 8

Jackie Galloway
Middle School, Grade 7

Scott Scarbrough
Middle School, Grade 6
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ONE HOUR SERVICE

OFFER
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* Good Monday, Tuesday 8 Wednesday,Morch 20, 21, 22

S. 1

churches make no effoylds
Man
ott7
fort to reach out for people,"
the report said. "Some do little
more than provide a preaching
loi
dwa(
service along wwnhiltionhhi staSinen

SORRY,

AUTO

69 Datsu

cite people are renderMore
ing personal service in tangible
ways - providing clothing,
food, even refrigerators and
other home needs. More people
are .teaching children, more

LK' ABNER

0 HOME
,
6
IZOeiG Ts-1E
IEVOLUTIOK1'9

vices who otherwise would stay
SUna
on .e
home in
atBuses
y from old
use range
vehicles retired from school
systems that are bought f$300 to $400 to new, modern
equipment that may cost as
much as $50,000. Some
churches have special ministers in charge of busing and
even employ their own mechan
cs. ms have been introProigra
duced in which volunteers from
congregations canvass neighborhoods to single out the un-
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AUTOS FOR SALE

Another

11
NOTICE

View

NOTICE

UNITED BENEFIT LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
Proudly Announces that
JERRY L. BOLLS

510 wagon

lir

70 Datsun 510 Wagon, maroon, automatic, radio, heater,
We sold it new, $1695.00

Manager of the Murray Unit, placed in excess of $1,000,000 of Life
insurance in 1971. Providing his clients with this valuable service
qualified Mr. Bolls as the leading Life Producer for the R.B.
Condon Agencies, General Agents in Kentucky for Mutual United of
Omaha.

••••••••15
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,and

9

ft

71 Datsun 510 Wagon, beige, 4 speed, radio, heater, air,
.17,000 miles, $2095.00
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THE LEDGER & 111111511--- MURRAY, KENTUCKY

CIE SEVEN

Jerry L. Bolls & Associates
601 North 4th Street
Murray, Kentucky

-4
7
4

Mutudl

SIO 4 Door Sedan

Mdhd

Phone: 753-8377
69 Datsun 510 4 door sedan, light green with black vinyl
top, automatic, radio, heater, local car, $1195.00

the ;unipisay their Pen%

Ate

-Wm 5104 door,loaded,demonstrator Save 8's
TINA
30

28

72Data= 5104 door,loaded, demonstrator Save Vs

13

111/7

Undo, Fril•rn trillkara.

"THE WORD FROM CHINA'S VISA
OFFICE IS STILL THE SAME. %DON'T CALL
US, WE'LL CALL YOU'."

311

46 47

AUTOS FOR SALE

Oa.

1-18

REAL ESTATE FOR

vvir mr-w
mr wr
MOVE UP TO MAGNIFICENT
MAGNAVOX TV and STEREO

"Iv

.,,E*

LEACH'S MUSIC & TV

510 2-Door Sedan

69 Datsun 510 2 door, maroon, black vinyl top, high
mileage but good solid car, 58,000 miles, $995.00
nc

8

lare,

1200 Sedan

71 Datsun, 1200 Sedan, red with black vinyl top, demonstrator, Save $1695.00
71 Datsun 1200, 2 door blue, high mileage 60,000 miles,
local car, new car trade in.

1200 Coupe

71 Datsun 1200'Coupe, dark green with black vinyl top, 4
speed, air conditioner, radio, heater, console, 12,000
miles, we sold it new $2195.00

WANTED WOMAN to live in
home with lady and 13 year old
boy. Do housework. Room, board
and salary. 600 Broad Extended,
M23C
phone 753-9752.

I

1971 CHEVR()LET VE(;A, ex- FOUR BEDROOM 2'2 bath home
,cellent condition, has air con- on Parklane Drive. 1k-2 stories on
Dixieland Center - Chestnut Street
yard. Two
M 18P large ,fenced
ditioing. Phone 753-1222.
.41\
44a.A.1\
fireplaces, red shag carpeting,
1968 CHEVROLET Van, 307 and walnut paneling in cathedral FOR YOUR auction sale needs PERMANENT SPECIAL
utomatic. $750.00. Phone 753- ceiling leisure .room. $28,900.00. contact Otto Chester's Auction Regular $15.00 permanents, now
M21NC Phone 7S3-7832.
2997.
M20C Service, 4354042, I.y nn Grove, $12.50 from March 21st through
C.iniplete auction service. April April 1st. The Hairdresser, phone
1970 DODGE PICKUP, very
M21C
753-3530.
14NC
clean, very economical, still
FOR
SALE
under warranty. Phone South Brick house in Cantebury
Fulton,Tennessee 1-901-479IT MAY BE CHEAPER!!
Estates, 4 bedrodm, 2 car
1
M20C garage with a automatic
To patronize us than to buy your own equipment. Customers A
1413.
..
have these advantages:
V
door, built in appliances,
No bills for utilities-repairs
1965 CHEVROLET Impala two carpet throughout, central
i -No dependance upon weather
i
A
door hardtop, power and air heat & air, well landV -No wasted time-shopping facilities, beauty shop, etc , nearby
-Best equipment, lowest prices, in area
conditioned. $475.00. Phone 753- scaped. Call..Days 753V
,
-Assistance with any laundering problem
M2OP 5315, Nights 753-3951.
=5.
(sometimes other problems, too!) 'I
-Standard washers automatically select best program-tem perature
FOR RENT
I
for
sunlight
to-simulate
- BRICK HOUSE, 10 miles from I - -Driers equipped with tf.r.Y tamps
ter+Liz-atiert
acre lot. Threetwo
Sturraron-Driers give full 10-minute cycles
duplex,
'TWO
BEDROOM
living room, bath,
Central HIGHLANDER Center
available March 21. Central heat bedrooms,
with fireplace,
and air, fullly carpeted. Ole/lets kitchen, -den
Center, 641 N., Murray, Ky. 42071
Central
I
for washer and dryer. Phone 753- utility room, double carport.
(Always Attended)
w i Clean
"The
'M21C Price $25,000.00. Phone 4929741.
Note We
be closed April 2. Easter Sunday.
M20C
8385.

1
I

Ts 74111t.

7
t$

HELP WANTED

P

Edmond D. Wilford
Now Associated With

Hornbuckle's
Barber Shop
Mr. Wilford is a graduate
of West Ky. School of
Barbering. He took his
in
apprenticeship
r. 1M- also
HopkinsvilK-14
practiced barbering while
in the service lor 2 years in
Germany.

HAIRCUTS:

vor

Your MAGNAVOX Center

-

LEACH'S MUSIC & TV

_ .

A

STARKS
HARDWARE

Miss Your Paper
753-1916

753-7278

ough
Grade 6

Lassiter-McKinney
Datsun

ER
9
00

33IAS3S SOON 3N0

21, 22

X-RAY TECHNICIAN wanted..
Apply. at Scottsville, kentuckg
en so
MIN
3131. WE ARE looking for one hard
working 'salesman who wants to
join a fine sales organization.
Expected income, $2504300 per
week. Leads furdishet_ locaL
sellink
other
No
area.
organization can give you as
much self-satisfaction through
accomplishment as this one.
Excellent future. If you like
talking to people and want to get
ahead by training to be a leader,
phone _Paducah,, Kentucky.,4,W
4594 for an appointment. This it
escrilent sates position with
M21C
tremendousfuture.
CALLOWAY COUNTY Board of
Education has 'an opening for
*nitor at 11W Calloway 'County.
High School. Anyone interested
should make application at the
Calloway County Board of'
Education's office,_200 South 6th ,
• M 20C
Street.

3 BEDROOM Brick; large living'
INVESTMENT property,
Childrens - s1.00
ELECTROLUX_ SALES & Serf _
room,- den, one 1,041s-,---A4ohit GOOD
ogartrtirOacript-in heart ef Wain, • CASH FOR your ---oM :plants. vices, Box 213; Murray, Ky.,C.M.
Randolph Realty & Auction-CO.
Dixieland
Center,
WaleMens - 1.25
near 8th and Sycamore and the
753-8382.
M24C Sanders, phone 382-2468, Farhospital. Nice retirement home Center,phone 753-7575.
TFC
mington, Kentucky.
Womens - 1.75
DUPLEX ON Monroe. Five mons sight. Buyer gets land, old 9room
1...... -...: "--,
and bath, central heat and air, home, and remodeling material.
SHOE SHINES 35'
i
carpet throughout, extra large A sound buy at $9,850.00.'Phone
Aprill8C
master bedroom, range. Days 753-7620 or 753-9912.
Up & Delivered
Picked
Pckup •
phone 753-3648 or 753-6202 after
TFC FRAMt HOUSE located near
5:00p.m.
71 Datsun Pick-Up, maroon, 4 speed, radio, heater, like
University at'9875 Farmer_ Five
Hours:.8:00 to 8:00
new, 12,000 miles, we sold it new, $189690
"After the sell, it's the service that counts"
BEAliTTPUL YALARAH U-e rooms and bath down and two
Monday thru Saturday
Apartment, unfurnished, 2 rooms upstairs. Phone 753-36230r
Bob Randolph, Service Mgr
70 Datsun Pick-up, light green, 4 speed, radio, heater,
boikeoni,__Iiving ram, kitchen, see Mrs. Polk Steele, 106 North
24,000 miles, sold new in Paducah, $1495.00
utility, and bath. Carpeted. Air 17th Street.
M18P
conditioned. Dishwasher,
Work
TERMITES.
refrigerator, stove, garbage REDUCED:KEENLAND Dive;
STOP
'estimate.
Free'
(lrSp.lsL Phone 753-3161. ?AMC 11
guaranteed.
2 baths,.
/
2story,3 bedroomt, 11
/
Spruce St 753 3685
Phone Mrs. Keys Keel, 753-4672
carpeted living room and
Co
FURNISHED APARTMENT,
Termite
Huntingdon
or
Kitchen
room.
separate dining
three rooms and both, private
Huntingdon,Tennessee9*
240Z
all built-ins, family Mom,
MUIC SERVICES OFFERED
entrance. Available April 1. One with
5975.
shower.
with
laundry
and
library
70 Datsun 240Z,4 speed, dark blue,air conditioner, loaded,
block from University. 1400
Phone 753-7295 after 4:00 p.m.
WILL MOW yards this spring,.
AUCTION SALE
we sold it new, new car trade in, Save $'s
Poplar Street.Phone 753Contact Joe Lasater II, phone
PX22C M 18C
8250.
M20C AUCTION SALE, March 18, 1:30
753-4530.
NOTICE!
House with
FOR
LOOKING
7
Opens
a.m.
p.m.. rain, or shine at Robert
FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
-conditioner, radio,
extra large rooms? Try this two
Western Kentucky Stages,
Flood Home, three miles Fiin 71 Opel Wagon, white, 4 speed, air
kitchen, bathroom
room,
living
FOR RADIO, Television and
lar Street
Po
Inc., Murray, Kentucky, has
&
12th
story, four bedroom in excellent
Murray on Highway 121, NeW
heater, less than 7,000 miles, $1795.00
two
or
One
of
bath.
with shower and
applied to the Department
electrical appliance repair, also
neighborhood on dead end street.
Colictird Road.
Motor Transportation for a
Apart,Zunmerman
bedrooms.
phone
maintenance
conplumbing
air
In easy 'walking distance of
chartered rate increase of 5
Will sell refrigerator, stove,
67 Pontiac Wagon, automatic, radio, heater,
ments, South 16th Street. Phone
March t7NC
753-6091.
cents per bus mile on a 37University, one block from
ditioner, local car, $895.00
bedstead, springs and mattress,
M22C
passenger bus, a $5.00 in753-6609.-• If
You
Robertson School, two blocks
crease on overnight charges,
dresser, rockers and other
FURNITURE REFINISHING, chairs. Four hanger ha/1 tree,
and a maximum of 4 percent
TOBACCO BASE; best barn in high school and bus route to
charges,
express
increase in
good solid
all work guaranteed. Free pick Aladdin lamp, complete, unusual
65 Mustang Coupe, V8 automatic, radio, heater,
the county. Phone 753-8118. M21P Middle School. Landscaped with
to become effective April 15,
up and delivery. Free estimate. antique table, d•TO leaf sewing
fenced back yard. Phone 753-6557
1972. Protests to the proposed
Phone._
clean car, $795.00
increase may be made with
Antique or natural finish. Jerry macrine, kitchen cabinet. dishes,
M201
UNFURNISHED DUPLEX, 1631 for appointment.
The Department of Motor
April 20C
McCoy,753-3045. ,
Farmer. Available now. One
Transportation, Frankfort,
67 Datsun Wagon, maroon, local car $895.00
and cookware. TV antenna and
Kentucky, in the manner
bedroom, large living room, LOT IN Panorama Shores,
Before 5:00 p.m.
lawn pruners, electric
provided by the rules and
EXTERIOR
kitchen, bath and storage rooms. 1011x127'. located on Maplehurst
67 VW, 2 door, needs motor, $400.00
INTERIOR,
8 H.P. riding -mower,.
the Departof
grimier.
reoutahons
or
ment. All protests must state
Private carport and drive'. Phone Dive. Perfect lake view. Direct
painting; any size job: All work used 6 hours, 3'2 H.P. push
reasons
or
of
grounds
the
TFC access to water. Phone 7534924174.
TRANSPORTATION SPECIALS
guaranteed. Use' first' quality rilowet. 4 H.P. tiller, Remington
therefor.
M21P_
paint. Free estimate. Call Steve chain saw, small building full 4',
4889.
p.m
6:00
Between
home,
mobile
BEDROOM
April 10C toes, racks,saws,etc. Other titan
TWO
753-8495.
6295.00
car,
Todd,
solid
63 VW Kharmin.Ghia, Coupe,
all electric, air conditioned, BRICK, THREE bedroom house.
owe eggs. Down's Poultry Farm
In
The
p.m.
7:00
private. $65.00 per month. Also Living or family room, kitchen
Day WILL DO baby-sitting in my if able will add a lot of equipment
CLEANING
62 Chevyfe,orvair, 2 door , red, good mechanically, $295.00
SPRING
Evening
one bedroom and small trailer, and dining room, 11
2 baths, two
/
M21P Io this sale. Douglas Shoemaker
sponsored by Alpha Sigma Alpha home.Phone 436-5894.
If you know your route
$35.00 per month, available now. big barns, 20 acres of land. Out
M21C
in charge of sale.
March 18
call
Saturday,
please
Sorority,
number,
boy's
furnished
One two bedroom
West 94 Highway. Phone 435-4483.
753Phone
spring
p.m.
no
do
get
WILL
a.m.-5:00
you
COUPLE
If
9:00'
first.
him
apartment, available March 19. Also 12 milk cows.M21P
ITC cleaning and yard work Phone
8018.
results then call John
M20C
,
FOR SALE
Phone 489-2595.
M24C
753-8889.
Pasco , Jr at the above
MOBILE: HOME, shady lot on
number during the hours
WANT TO BUY
1971 SKYLINE Mobile home,
South 16th Street. TWQ bedrooms,
WILL DO painting, general 12'x-50', all electric, two
listed
central heat and air. Some WANT TO BUY February 2
repair and odd job work. Phone bedrooms. Real nice. Set' up at
Phone 753-7114
S. 12th Street
M24P Midway Trailer Park. Phone 753utilities furnished Phone 753- copies of the Ledger 8c Tunes.
435-5173.
M21C Please bring to office of Ledger &
3855.
Open Evenings Til 8:00
M21C
6027.
Times, 103 North 4th Street No FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
IN MEMORY
utt
TFNC installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
TWO BEDROOM furnished phone calls please.
st, two trailer, 45'x10'. In good condition
DREAM CAR - Like new 1971 1966 PONT! C
Fresh Load el Fndt
326 V8 Phone 753-7847.
t,
.
.
q
o In loving Memory of our
Grand Prix,' new tires, all the door
M21P WANT TO BUY speed bux, le.
at Gordon's Farmers
arrived
has
TO
RENT
MINTED
new
darling Mother Grade. Walker
extras, need capital for in- auto atiCRa inission,
NC
Pio me-742-265S.- _
94, near Aurora,
Hwy.
on
Market
car. $575.00. Phone WILL HAVE trailer for rent April
who passed away seven years Ky.
vestment. You Must see this one. tires.
bedroom
three
RENT
WANT TO
Newest models
M20C 1st. Couple preferred. Contact
Aprill8C 7534
ago, March 19, 1965.
Phone 753-7620.
Red Delicious
unfurnished house or. duplex in
FOR SALE OR TRADE
we will meet -_Golden and
demonstrated
Mrs. Brandon Dill at Dill's
faculty family Some day Mother
for
Apples
location
good
love
and
peace
of
in
you
that
land
1970 VOLKSWAGEN with auto- 1968 BUICK CUSTOM Coupe. All Trailer Court, Murray Dive-In
FREE at your home.
directly from Michigan
arriving June 1. Prefer air where there will be no tears, no
matic stick shift. One owner with power. Excellent condition. Theatre Entrance. No phone calls 1963 OW PICKUP truck. Phone
32Box
P.O.
Write
conditioning.
Sales
dna
M21P
in•laliniciit
Fla.'
temple Oranges
only 13,000 actual miles. Has Wholesale price. Phone 753-1985 please.
_ M21C 753-1497 after 5:00p.m.
M24C heartaches, n'o, vicant chairs.
41111 'hike Ira& on an%
Q, Murray,Kentucky.
will
all
we
trailer hitch. Real good clean car. before 5:00p.m.
Mother
M21P
day
some
Yes
New Cabbage, Potatoes.
FIVE ROOM house with electric
Call7534947 after five p.m.TFNC
Ornigetber_op a fair bright shore
20 lbs. or 10 lbs choice
LEASE
FOR
all SAL SARCONE
1967 OLDSMOBILE 4 door sedan, heat, bath, hot and. cold water,
and the circle reunited will be
-s
broken never more.
power steering, power brakes, place for washer and dryer. Also
7537222
ed,
1967 BUICK Wildcat four door
Tomatoes $.15 lb
acre
.28
BASE„
TOBACCO
1.34
acre dark tobacco; 7'4 acres
Sadly Missed by Her
-air conditioning, radio and
by the basket
sedan, air and power. Phone 753Service Also Offered
ITC
heater. Phone Bill Harris, 753- beans for rent with barn. Phone i05 acres dark flred. Pht 753118C
4974.
M21P 6314.
5:00
492-8360
3127M20C
after
p.m.
M21P
i• .
fr.
71 Datsun 1200 Coupe, dark blue, white vinyl top, air
conclitiottat, 4 speed, radio, heater, 17,000 miles, new.
car trade in 82095.00

nan
Grade 8

APPLICATIONS ARE being
received in the Nursing Office
Through March 18, 1972, for a
Nurse Aide Training Class at the
County
Calloway
Murray
Hospital. Testing and interviewing will be done on March
20 from 8:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
Requirements for applicants are
as follows: age - 18 to 50, high
school graduates preferable at
least two years of high school),
statement from Physician that
applicant is in good health,
M 18C
references required.
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-Kentucky Roundup
HEARING
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP )--,A hearing has been set for March 31
in Franklin Circuit Court on a Circuit court ruling that the city of
Lexington does not owe $103,402 in SOcial Security contributions.
Circuit Judge Henry Meigs dismissed a suit March 10 filed by
the Kentucky Department of Economic Security, which claimed
the contributions were owed some city employes.
The state has not filed for reconsideration of that ruling.
FIRE MARSHALL
FRANKFORT, Ky.( AP)-A eteran state employe has been
named Kentucky deputy fire marshall.
He is Frazier Foulconer, a Harrison County native Faulcone
r
has been a state fire inspector for 17 years. Before that he
spent 13
years with the state Highway Department as an engineer.
SUIT
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP).-The Kentucky Attorney General's
consumer protection division has filed suit in Fayette Circuit
Court charging a Lexington firm with violating the state's chain
merchandising or referral selling law.
Atty. Gen.Ed Hancock said his office is seeking a temporary
restraining order against South Central Compact, as well as injunctive relief, $5,000 in civil penalties and return of money to
consumers who have been sold products by the company.
NAMES
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP)---Somebody in former Gov. Louis
Nunn's administration named two new toll road in Western
lentucky before leaving office-but nobody said the Owensbo
roBowling Green Highway is known as the
"Green River Parkway" and the Bowling Green-Somerset road is the "Cumber
Parkway".
The spokesman added that these named could be changed.
PRISON
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)-The Kentucky Court of Appeals
Friday overturned a one-year prison term giving a Lee
County
mother for fraudulently obtaining food stamps.
Mrs. Shirley Palmer was convicted in Lee Circuit Court
on a
charge of obtaining stamps for March 1971, after her
husband
received them for the same month in Breathitt County.
The appellete court voted 4-3 to overturn the prison
sentence,
noting it was not shown the stamps had been used for
anything
other than buying food for the couple and their four children.
The court said Palmer had applied for the stamps
in the
couple's former home county, Breathitt, and took the
stamps with
him to Lexington, where he was seeking work.
DAM
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)-The Army Corps of Engineers is
being forced to keep flood control gates at the McAlpine Dan
closed because of two sunken barges from a tow that cracked up
on the Ohio River near Louisville two weeks ago.
John Bleidt, chief of operations at the dam, said as a result
about afoot of water has been added to the already above-normal
level of the upper pool.
Bleidt.said the barges can't be removed from the river until
there is a drop in the water level, but that the drop is restricted by
their presence.
The barges are two of four loaded with coal that sank after a two
slammed into a pier of the Clark Memorial Bridge.

zusenuatv BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)--Ae explosion Friday near
the
Warren-Butler County line knocked down a 69-000-volt power
line,
causing a two-hour blackout.
About 4,100 customers in Warren, Butler and Ohio
counties
were without electricity,
Warren Rural Electric Cooperative Manager
-CharlAs Stewart
said a construction company biasing rock for the
new OwensboroBowling Green Parkway accidentally knocked out
the line. %,
i AXES
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP 1-Receipts for sales and use taxes
were up 10.6 per cent for the first eight fiscal months of the year
over the corresponding period last year, the Kentucky state
government reported Friday.
The government collected $211.3 million, of which more than.$2
roilliom was attributed to an extra day's processing in February.
BARNETT
LOUISVILLE, Ky. .(AP)--Funeral services will be held
Monday for D.B. Jack Barnett, a law partner of 4th District U.S.
Rep. Gene
Snyder and a filed representative for the
congressman.
Barnett died Friday in Louisville after-a-long illness. He was
52.

World News Brie$-,
WASHINGTON ( AP( - Mrs.
Dita Beard, the ailing lobbyist
for International Telephone &
Telegraph Corp.. says her initial was forged on a memorandum that links her company's financial commitment to
the Republican National Convention with a settlement of
three antitrust cases against
ITT
She said Friday in a sworn
statement that she wrote an interoffice memo on the convention to her boss but it was
not the one quoted by columnist
Jack Anderson. In rebuttal, Anderson said Mrs. Beard had acknowledged the authenticity of
the document before he wrote
the columns and set off a Senate. investigation.
WALPOLE, Mass_ 1AP About 150 inmates at Walpole
State Prison, angry over the
stabbing of a black irunate,
burned the prison library and
smashed windows, furniture
and television sets Friday
nit. A state official said the
outburst apparently had racial
overtones.
More than 100 state troopers
were rushed to the nearby Foxboro state police barracks, but
they did not enter the prison
By 3 a.m today officials said
all prisoners had been returned
to their cell blocks There was
no fighting among the prisoners, nor were any guards attacked, the official said.
SAIGON (AP) - US, military sources disclosed today
that Ameriam'fightik-brimbers
and gunships made one of the
most successful raids of the
war against the Ho Chi _Minh
supply trail in Laos two nights

ago, triggerir
secondary
explosions an
.ires.
Sources saiu the American
planes apparently hit paydirt
against large-sized supply depots, sending up large quantitites of ammunition and fuel
in flames. The Air Force also
confirmed that several North
Vietnamese tanks had been
knocked out in Laos.
SANTA CLARA, Calif. (AP)
- Doctors lost their battle today to save any of seven babies
born to a young woman - Who
had been taking fertility drugs
for almost four years in hopesof having a child.
The three infant girls who
survived the longest died today,
two at Stanford University
Medical Center in Palo Alto
and the other at Kaiser Foundation Medical Center where
the septuplets were born Friday. The four girls and three
boys welre born 211 months prematurely.
LONDON ( AP ) - French
President Georges Pompidou
flew into London today for a
summit meeting with Prime
Minister Edward Heath. The
British leader was certain ask Pompidou about his surprise call Thursday for a
French referendum on Britain's
entry into the European Common Market.
Publicly, Heath's government
has shrugged off the French
move as a purely internal affair which will only boost British entry, but privately the
British leaders have been embarrassed and stunned by the
way Pompidou sprang the referendum call virtually on the
aye of his meeting with Heath.

Rites Are Sunday
For Mrs. Williams
At Flint Church

_SerGHDAY-711Altat -102

Sermon Topics Are
Way
Listed-Tor Sif-

like_Koenecke Speaker At
Meeting of Murray B&PW Club -

The funeral services for -tin
. The Murray Business -and fulfillment, service, security,
O.C. (Opal) Williams of Almo Professional Women's Club friendship, joy and conRoute One near /Wilsey will be held its regular monthly tentment. She said all these
held Sunday at two p.m. at the meeting
Thursday evening, make for happiness, the results
Flint Baptist Church with Rev. March 16 at the Murray of a fully grown personal
Willie Johnson officiating.
Women's Club House.
de% eloped life.
Pallbearers will be Larry,
Dr Loenecke ended her talk
Dr. Alice Koenecke, head of
Walter, James, and Lynn the
Home Economics Depart- with a quote from Harry
Robinson, John R. lines, and ment,
Murray State University, Braniard, "Sometimes a tree
William B. Miller.
was the speaker. She spoke on can express in its own silent
Interment will be in the
the signs of a mature growth of way more love and faith and
Murray Memorial Gardens with an
individual, comparing the kindness than any words can
the arrangements by the Max
development of an individual's say
Churchill Funeral Home where life
The meeting was opened with
to that of the growth of a
friends may call.
W. C. Butterworth
tree. The roots were health, Mrs
Mrs. Williams, age 58, was
education, opportunity, concern reading the club collect. Mrs.
fatally injured in a three car and
cornmittinent, and these Odelle Vance gave the Emblem
collision on Thursday at 2:15 will
give a persOn a strong benediction.
p.m. at the intersection of U.S. foundati
The Personal Development
on for a rich life, she
Highway 641 North and Highcommittee, composed of Mrs.
said.
way 121 Bypass. Her husband
Thomas Turner, Chairman,
Love was the trunk of the tree
was also injured and is listed in
Mrs. W. C. Butterworth, Mrs.
and
Dr.
Koeneck
e said that Mary
satisfactory condition this
Cromwell, Mrs. Ella
morning by officials of the trunk of the tree carries to and Murray Key and Mrs. Hugh
fro
nourish
ment,
strengt
h,
Murray-Calloway County
support vital to the life of the Waldrop, was in charge of the
Hospital.
arrangements.
The deceased was a member tree. She said Love is the vital
Mrs. Hoyt Roberts, president,
ingredie
nt
giving
meaning
to all presided, and reviewe
the Flint Baptist
d the
aspects
of life, without-- -yearl
was born October 13, 1913, and
work to the membership.
love
in
some
form
life
will
was the daughter ot, Walter
This meeting ended the
Pace of Hayti, Mo., andthe late become barren, and warped membership drive for the club
love
will
lead for a twisted life
Nina Hurt Pace.
year. In the membership
Survivors are her husband, just as a 'twisted tree trunk contest the green team won.
makes
for
a
twisted
tree.
her father, one daughter, Miss
The gold team will host a coffee
The top of the tree was pic- at the home of Mrs.
Nina Williams of Vancouver,
Ronald
Washington, and one sister, tured as signs of matured Churchill Saturday morning,
Mrs. Hilda Kaiser of Altamonte growth in a life, Dr. Koenecke April 8, to honor the winning
said. Some of the signs were team.
Springs, Fla.

M. T. Loftin
Rites Sunday
Funeral
services
for
McKinley T. Loftin of 1406
Maple Street, Benton, will be
held Sunday at 12:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Roberts Funeral
Home, Mayfield, with Rev.
Jerry Jeffords officiating.
Burial will be in the
Maplewood Cemetery.
Loftin, age 75, died Thursday
at 1:55 p.m. at the Community
Hospital, Mayfield. He was a
retired farmer and a veteran of
.,
World War 1.
__Survivors are four sisters,
Mrs. Ruth "Smith of Murray
Route Two, Mrs. Nina Scoggins
of Springfield, Mo., Mrs. May
Tabers of Graves County, and
Mrs. Ruby Satory of St. Louis,
Mo.; three brothers, Otis Loftin
Route Two,
Loftin of St. Louis, Mo., and
Lora Loftin of Graves County.

Kentucky to Meet
Florida Today In
Mideast Finale

Bro. Roy Beasley will be
speaking on the subject,
"Duties of the Congregation to
the Elders", at the 10:40 a.m.
service at the Seventh and
Popular Church of Christ on
Sunday.
The scripture from I
Thessalonians 5:12-13 will be
read by Paul Ragsdale. Prayers
will be led by Tommy Carraway
and Jerry Humphreys.
The six p.m. sermon topic by
Bro. Beasley will be "A Journey
to Jerusalem" with the scripture reading from Acts 21:1-14
by Frank Hargis. Prayers will
be led by James Lamb and
Philip Beasley.
Bible Study will be held for all
ages it 9:45 a.m. Sunday *dill
seven p.m. on Wednesday. The
Ladies Bible Class will meet at
9:30 a.m. on Tuesday.

Rev. Jerrell White
Lists His Sermon
The topic, "Invited Guests
Who Don't Show Up", will be
the subject of the message by
Rev. Jerrell White at the 10:50
a.m. service at the Memorial
Baptist Church on Sunday.
His scripture will be from
Luke 14:12-24. The anthem,"Ye
Shall Go Out With Joy", will be
sung by the choir following the
Children's sermon.
Special music and the ordinance of baptism will be included in the seven p.m. worship service with the sermon by
the pastor, Rev. White.
Sunday School will be held at
9:40 am, with the lesson on the
"Way of the Cross" from Luke
23 with Hayden Rickman as
director. Church Training on
the topic, "Preparation for
Revival", will be at six pm.
with Bill Mayfield as the
director.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

POOL TABLE,Five foot, folding. GOOD FERGUSON 20 tractor
Good condition. Phone 753-6030 and plows, in good shape. Phone
TFNC 435-4155 or 435-5225.
after 5:00p.m.
M 18C
1971 HONDA 750. Bogard Motor 14' V BOTTOM Lone Star fishing
Sales, 753-1343 or 753-3673. Price boat and trailer. Good condition.
M2IC Also 5 H.P. outboard motor.,
$1250.00.
Phone 753-8716 or 753-5754. M22C
FARFISA COMPACT organ,
amplifier, Leslie tone cabinet.
REGISTERED Poodle
$400.00 for all, but will sell puppies,
dewermed, had all
separately. Phone 753-3831. M22P shots.
Phone 753-6379.
M I8C
DRESSER, 52 years old, also
BOY'S SPORT coats, name chest.
Two large wash kettles.
brand,like new. Sizes 9-16, Phone Phone
753-6894.
M 18C
M18NC
pm.
753-3376 after 5:00
TRAILER PARK with 11 spaces.
East of Murray on Hwy. 94. Wilt
finance two-thirds at $135.00 a
month. Call 753-6202 or 7533648.
TFC

STUDIO COUCH that inkkes into
double bed or two single beds. 45
Yards light green carpeting. 6'x9'
hooked rug. Phone 753-2526. M 18C.
'
4•

BOY'S BUZZ bicycle, with;
speedometer. Phone 753HORSES, PONY. Uddles, 3969.
MI8C.
Racking, Country Pleasure
Gelding, 5 gaited stallion: MODEL 870 Magnum Remington
shotgun, 30" full with vent
Gentle.
PhoneZ53-1348.
'
MI8C Phone 753-5606 between 8:00 a.m:
COO pin.
M2OP
SOW AND 11 pigs. Phone 7532987.
MISC TOWBAR FOR Volkswagen,
$45.00. phone 753-7295.
M20C
22' CHRIS CRAFT with 75 H.P.
electric start outboard motor, OXY-ACETYLENE OUTFIT,
dual wheel trailer. Slightly gauges, hose, tips, and two
damaged. Will sell for $750.00. cylinders with 25 year lease.
Phone 753-7150 days or 474-2753 $150.00. Phone 753-7295.
M20C
after 5:00p.m.
M 18C
15' FIBERGLAS RUNABOUT
boat, 40 H.P. Mercury motor and
TWO YEAR old Appaloosa trailer. Phone 436-5806,
M2OP
stallion, broken and very gentle.
Phone 753-7991.
M18NC ONE AKC registered white Toy
Poodle puppy, 10 weeks old. Aleo
ZENITH 72 model stereo, one AKC registered Toy Chinese
Equipped with AM-FM radio, Pug puppy. 855.00 each. Phone
also tape recorder player: 753-4469 after 6:00p.m.
M20C
Mediterranean styling, 62" long.
Cost $550.00, will sell for $387.00. 6" CRAFTSMAN Jointer with Pi
Phone 527-1181.
M18P horse motor,like new. Phone 4892331.
M2OP
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DAYTON,Ohio(AP)- Hugh Wildcats, 21-6 to
Florida State's
Durham, a charmer from Ken- 25-5, have no depth
and little
tucky himself, took all of speed.
Adolph Rupp's sweet talk in
"We're gonna have to shape
strike and countered with some ourselves with some
SIZE 14 James Keniob knit shell, 1968 PONTIA
quickness,
C 400 motor and
shots of his own.
long sleeves, light beige color,
which you can't do."
transmission, $250.00. Phone 753It was a war of nerves before
king zipper in the back. Machine
Durham suggested, "It's
7446.
M2OP
Durham sent his Florida State something when you
lose a left- - Worship services will be held. washable. Worn only twice.
squad against tournamerd4est7 handed forward and
at
10:45
a.m.
beautiful
and
,
but
7:30
too stualll- Gist
p.m.
put-anothed Kentucky today for the er left-handed forward
y -M-12*-Firot Bap a'
. ,wiltself-for $15.00:in for 'a
Sat, bed with velvet
NCAA Mideast Regional tour- team that doesn't
have depth. Church with the interim 763-1916 days or 753-3147 after headboard and box springs and
nament basketball title.
minister
,
Rev.
Wayne
E. Todd, 5:00p.m.
That must be specialized lack
TFNC mattress. $75.00. Also large
Minnesota and Marquette of depth."
bringing the messages at both
walnut dresser, $40.00. Both
met in the consolation game beThe Florida State coach was services.
CARPETS a fright? Make them a seven months old, in excellent
fore the finals.
The
Adult
Choir
an beautiful-silt-A& Blue Lustre.
talking aboutParker and-SWcondition. Phone 753-3143 or 435Children's Choirs, direeted"by
---44fho you gonna start tomorit" shampooer 11.
_ 2d202C
row?" the Baron asked DurSeriously, Durham predicted W. Rudolph Howard, minister Begley Drug Stott. Central
ham as the pair posed for pic- the title clash would boil down of music, will bring special Shopping
Center.
MAC 1967 'RIVIERA, also Parts and
tures Friday during workouts to defense, probably a Ken- music at the morning services
accessories for small block
The anthem, "Guide Us
in the University of Dayton tucky zone against a Florida
Chevrolet engines. Phone 753Through
Arena.
the
Night
of Our Fear" CLEANINGEST
State man-to-man.
CARPET 1601 8:00 a.m. till 5:00 p.m., or
by Williams will be sung by the cleaner you ever
"The same fiee,".. Durham)
used, so easy 743-2248 after 5:00 p.m.
M2OP
Adult Choir. Selections by the Coo. Get
answered softly.''
Blue Lustre. hent
The funeral for Reavis
Children's Choirs include -electric shampoo
"Well, I'll start the same
er
$1. Big K, WESTINGHOUSE FROST-Free
Trevathan of Pleasant Ridge, bunch too, if that's all right
"Fairest Lord Jesus", and
Shopping Center. M10C refrigerator,
Michigan;
be-held-Mender
white, in.akeellent
"Come Ye Qiildren, Sint to
you,' said Rupp, at 79
at one p.m. at the chapel of the twice Durham's age.
•
Frigidaire_ 40" range. _
Jesus'". Linn Funeral Home with Dr. C.
Mrs. Ray Moore will be ANTIQUE CHEST of drawers deluxe model. Oven needs repair.
Rupp said be tried to recruit
"Gurre- That Have:---NeverG. Morrow officiating.
Durham when the Seminole Fired A Shot" will be the sub- soloist(or the evening servTce at and dresser to match. Will sell Cheap. Phone 753-2972 days or
Burial will be in the coach was a high school star at ject'
TFNC
M20C 753-6030 tifter 5:00 p.m.
matter for the sermon at which time the hymn, "Step- cheap. Phone 753-6611.
Trevathan . Cemetery in Eastern High School near Midthe Murray Christian Church on ping in the Light" by KirkCalloway County with the dletown, Ky.
Sunday. Bible School will start patrick will be sung by the Adult 1971 HONDA SL-125. Smith' & BIG THREE bedroom double
arrangements by the Linn
wide mobile home. Only 86595.00.
"He could do everything for a at 9:45 a.m. for all ages. The and Youth Choirs.
Wesson 32 Caliber revolver. 1967
Funeral Home of Benton where boy his size. I guess we didn't
Completely furnished. Also
Sunday School will be at 9:30 Chevrolet Caprice.
worship service will start„,at
Phone 753- plenty of 12'
friends may call.
wide- models 'to
and Church Training at 9381.
offer him enough money," The 10:45 a.m.
M20C choose from. We
Trevathan, age 64, died Baron kidded.
trade for fur6:30
p.m.
Jack Bryan and Glen
Friday morning at the Martin
niture or anything of value. Bill's
"Naw, he never offered me a Mangold will be serving the
DELUXE OVER cab camper,
Place East Hospital, Madison scholarship," Durham said.
communion Service. The text
complete with refrigerator, Mobile Homes, 3900' South
Heights, Mich. He was the son
Somebody bought up the per for the morning"worship service
stove, heater and toilet. Phone Beltline Highway, Paducah,
of the late Reece and I3ertie formance of Rick Drewitz, who
will be taken from Acts 1:6-9.
753-3616 or 753-9900.
M20C Kentucky,phone 443-6150. MISC
Trevathan of Calloway County. scored six points for Tom ParkA special evening service will
He is survived by one sister, er when he sprained an ankle
be led by Randal Hahn, a
Mrs. Rose Lee James of dining the 85-69 semifinal victoFIVE TELEVISIONS as is. 1968-12'x64' VICEROY MOBILE
student at Murray State
home, excellent condition. Two
Pleasant Ridge, Mich., and one ry over Marquette Thursday
Phone
436-5894.
M21P large bedrooms, new
University from Louisville. A
Rev. Donald Brock, Coor*
carpet and
brother, Robert Trevathan of night.
member of the Highland Park ffinater of Alcohol Programs for
drapes in living room, unTexas. Local cousins are Cary
"That boy put me in a state Christian Church in Louisville, the Continuity Mental Health NEW AND used tractor tires.
Rose and Miss Erie Stewart.
Tractor flats repaired. Speedy furnished except for built in gas
of shock," Rupp drawled. "He Hahn Will be leading the entire Center of Western Kentuck
y,
range. Set up on large private lot
service. Vinson Tractor Co.
gets three field goals, his entire service this Sunday night. He will be the guest preacher at
the
in excellent location. Carport,
Phone 753-4892.
output for the season. It's about will be covering the subject 8:45 and 10:50 a.m.
ITC front and back porches.
services on
phone
time he earned his scholarship matter of "knowing how to
Sunday at the First United
give
753-2820 or 753-8109.
itt20C
(Continued from Page I
EIGHT MONTHS old portable
He's a big eater."
your faith away." The service Methodist Church.
G.E.
Rupp keeps insisting the will start at 7:00 p.m.
values--but this new facility
electric
dishwas
her.
"Lest Any Man Should Boast"
BY GRAND piano Kohler and
has the potential to mean a
willbeiN Topic to be discussed Avocado green and maple tutting
years- old. Will
board.
fuller and more appealing life
Phone
753-7243.
M24C
by Rev. Brock at both morning
Sacrifice. Phone Buchanan, 901for Many people," he said.
services. His text will be from
24711-54
1116
13.
en:
M20C
5000 FORD TRACTOR; D-17 (11
Bartholomy explained that
Ephesians 2:1-10.
the booth is located on the
Allis-Ch
almer
tractor;
3000
Ford
Rev. Brock is a member of
(Continued from Page
ground floor of Wilson Hall for
Tractor; 806- I.H.C. and others. THE LYNNVILLE Shoe Store
spring shoes for ladies,!liens and
Mrs. Beard said that if it were the Charge Conference and is
two reasons-to support its
active in the work of the church Vinson Tractor Co.,753-4892. ITC childrens are arriving daily. We
penciled
a
not
for
initial
'capiextremely heavy weight of
here.
"What Are the Demands of tal D' beside her typed name,
18,000 pounds and to make it a
SIX MATCHING solid Oak an- receive large shipments of spring
shoes every Week. Open Monday
God-given Freedom?" will be. she would swear the memo- The church minister, Dr. tique chairs Good condition
accessible by wheelchair.
. Just through Friday 8:30
Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., and
am. to 6:00
been
booth the question to be considered.. randurn was not hers."
hearing
The
refinish
ed
and p.m.,Saturday 8:30 a.m.
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, I)- Mrs. Dodson will be in Madrid, reupholsterid. Phone
5:00
dedication, along with a free Sundayat the Christian Science
435Spain this Sunday on their world
Sunday 1:00-5:00 p.m. M27C
screening program this week to Church services in a lesson- Mass., who has ,spearheaded trip. Rev. Morrison
4062.
M21C
C. Galloway
the Democratic inarrogationiin
detect hearing losses in people sermon entitled "Matter".
is associate minister of the
of the Murray community,
Services are held at the the investigation, said Mrs. church.
NEW DISC blades Ingersoll LOSE WEIGHT with New Shape
Tablets and Hydrex Water Pills.
prompted Murray Mayor building at 17th and Farmer and Beard's statement makes it imThe Chancel Choir under the heavy gauge to fit all disc Sav-Rite Drugs.
M22C
Holmes Ellis to proclaim the begin at eleVen a.m. All per- perative that she be questioned direction
harrows.
See
us
before you buy.
of Prof. Paul Shahan
by the committee as soon as
week of March 12 as Murray sons are welcome.
Vinson Vector Co.,753-4892.
will
present
program
a
of
Better Hearing Week.
"All nature' teachers God's her health permits..
1968 TWO BEDROOM Mobile
Committee chairman James familiar Lenten Anthms on BIRD DOG
Conducted by students as a love to man, but man cannot
and AKC registered Home, 12'156', complete with
'Sunday
evening
at
seven
o'clock
service project of Sigma Alpha love God supremely and set his 0. Eastland, D-Miss., recessed
/
2 widerpennItig and porchi Present
In the sanctuary. Mrs. Richard German Shepherd. Both 11
Eta, a pre-professional
whole affection on spiritual the hearings Thursday with
years old. Phone 492-8777. M21P lot may be rented for-$1500 per
Farrell
will-be
the
organist
.
Wednesd
next
ay to enable a
organization for speech and things, while loving the
month, including water. Phone
Both the Junior High and
hearing
students,
the material or trusting in it more seven-member subcommittee to Senior High
ADAMS HARD surfaced plow 435-5781 or 435-5678.
M20C
-Fellows
Youth
hip
screenings are in the First than in the spiritual" will be a travel to Denver to take bedpoints. Also regular plow points,
will
meet
Sunday
evening
at
six
testimon
y from Mrs.
ide
United Methodist Church from citation to be read "Science and
p.m. for supper and-programs to fit most plows. Chisel plow ENNIS SS di XB Restaurant
2 to 4 p.m. Thursday and Friday Health With Key to the Scrip- Beard On Monday and Tuesday.
points, cultivator shovels and guest checks, sold at cost,
at
the church.
$10.00
and from 11 a.m. to 4 pm tures' by Mary Ilaker Eddy at The trip was Postponed insweeps. Vinson Tractor Co., 753- per case(100 books).
Sold in case
definitely Friday because of
Saturday
the March 19th services
4892.
FINE CITED
ITC lots only. Ledger & Times Office
People with hearing losses
Texts to be read from the several votes to be taken in the
Five persons were cited by
Supply,103 North 4th Street. TFthen.
Senate
detected during screening will Bible include the following from
the Murray Police Department
NC
It was learned, however, that between
be urged to undergo further Gatations: "Ettethren, ye have
six and 10:15 p.m. on SPRING ,FOR Sale; 1969 Honda
audiological
evaluation. been called unto liberty; only Sen. Phillip A. Hart, D-Mich., Friday. They were
175 cycle, helmet, new tires,
just FIVE INSIDE doors;
two for
Facilities of the Murray State use not liberty for an occasion to chairman of the subcommittee, driving while
one
intoxicated, two tuned. Low miles. Ready to go!! commode and twO lavatorie
Speech and Hearing Center are the flesh, but by love serve ohe is now trying to schedule the for reckless
s. See
I
.ets
of
fur,
for
$395.00.
driving,
Phone
and
one
753for 7620.
at the Ledger & Times office, 103
trip for Wednesday.
available for that service.
another".
disorderly conduct.
AprillIC North 4th Street.
TFNC

Rev. Wayne E. Todd
Is Church Speaker
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